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enaio® mail-management 

About E-Mail Management 

For the e-mail management in enaio®, multiple components can be used, depending on 
groupware systems, environments and requirements, either individually or together for 
e-mail processing. 

Some components can be used as standalone components and work in parallel, others 
are designed as cooperation components. 

In addition to and independent of these components, an inbox can be integrated into 
the archive area of enaio® client enabling you to access e-mails from your workspace. E-
mails from all e-mail applications can be transferred to enaio® by drag & drop. Index 
data will also be assigned (see 'Inbox in enaio® client'). 

E-Mail Management Components 

The following optional components are available for e-mail management: 

 enaio® exchange 

Rule-based archiving of e-mails from Microsoft Exchange Server inboxes. This 
component allows archiving in cooperation with enaio® imap or enaio® document-
storage as well as restoring of e-mails with enaio® search. 

 enaio® imap 

This component makes process-related filing and searching of e-mails in Microsoft 
Outlook possible. OS|Search and enaio® exch are necessary. 

 enaio® mail-archiver 

An SMTP relay server which can be integrated into enaio® to import e-mails 
systematically to the archive and start workflow processes based on this data. 

 enaio® document-storage 

Enables structured filing of e-mails for Microsoft Outlook, Lotus Notes and Novell 
GroupWise.  

 enaio® search 

A Microsoft Outlook add-in that integrates the search for archived e-mails from 
enaio® in Microsoft Outlook. 

It is required for the configuration of process-related filing of e-mails with 
enaio® imap.  

In cooperation with enaio® exchange, restoring of e-mails with detached attachments 
is possible. 
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Cooperation Matrix 
The following matrix depicts the cooperation possibilities of enaio® e-mail management 
components. 

Explanation: 

x cooperation 

- no cooperation, parallel use possible 

○ standalone use possible 

enaio® exchange Components 

enaio® exchange is used for rule-based archiving of e-mails from Microsoft Exchange 
Server inboxes in enaio®. 

With enaio® exchange, scenarios can be implemented where, depending on the age of e-
mails, more and more data are transferred to enaio®, resulting in a gradual reduction of 
load on the Microsoft Exchange Server. 

With the 'Exchange Storage' cabinet and the assigned object types, an object definition 
for the structured e-mail transfer is available. Provided that access rights were 
configured accordingly, users have inbox-specific access to their e-mails. 

With enaio® search, users can start a search for e-mails from within Microsoft Outlook 
as well as restore e-mails with detached attachments. 

enaio® imap Components 

enaio® imap integrates enaio® folder and register types as the enaio® Mail Management 
inbox into Microsoft Outlook. 'Business partner' cabinets and 'Process' registers can be 
created using Microsoft Outlook. These registers can be used to manage e-mails. The e-
mails managed within these registers can be made available to all users in Microsoft 
Outlook and are automatically transferred to enaio®. 

  enaio® client enaio® exchange enaio® search enaio® imap 
enaio®  
document-storage 

enaio® mail-
archiver 

enaio® exchange - ○ x x x - 

enaio® search x x ○ x x x 

enaio® imap - x x 
 

- - 

enaio®  
document storage 

x x x - ○ - 

enaio® mail-archiver - - x - - ○ 

enaio® client ○ - x - x - 
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enaio® mail-archiver Components 

enaio® mail-archiver can transfer e-mails systematically to the archive and start 
workflow processes based on this data. 

enaio® mail-archiver operates independently of all other components. Searches for e-
mails transferred to enaio® using mail-archiver can be performed with the help of 
enaio® search. 

enaio® Document Storage Components 

enaio® document-storage offers comprehensive, user-controlled possibilities to transfer 
e-mails from Microsoft Outlook to enaio® cabinets and registers in a structured way. In 
doing so, e.g. attachments can be saved as individual documents. 

Workflow processes can be started during the distribution of e-mails. 

In cooperation with enaio® exchange, e-mails can be transferred using the rule-based 
archiving feature configured in this component. 

enaio® search can restore e-mails that have been modified during transfer using enaio® 
document-storage. 

enaio® search Components 

With enaio® search, you can find e-mails that have been archived in enaio® from 
Microsoft Outlook. When enaio® fulltext is installed, a full text search can be performed. 
Fixed internal names for the fields of e-mail document types are required for the search. 

Regardless of how e-mails were imported or created in enaio®, this search can be 
executed; however enaio® access rights apply. 

In cooperation with enaio® exchange, e-mail archiving in the 'Exchange Storage' cabinet 
and the respective access rights, enaio® search enables inbox-specific filtering for 
searches. Users with access rights to multiple inboxes can select these inboxes for 
searches. 

enaio® search can restore e-mails of which attachments were detached using enaio® 
document-storage. E-mails of with attachments were detached using enaio® exchange 
can be restored using OS|Search in cooperation with enaio® exchange. 

In cooperation with enaio® imap, specific enaio® folders and registers can be integrated 
with Microsoft Outlook as folders or created from within Microsoft Outlook.  

E-mails added in these folders are automatically transferred to enaio® and are also 
available to other users, provided that they have the respective access rights.  

The 'Business partner' cabinet and the assigned object types are required in enaio® to 
use these functions. 

The object definitions of the 'Exchange Storage' and 'Business partner' cabinets are part 
of the enaio® installation data. It is possible to adjust object types to specific projects.  
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enaio® exchange 

About enaio® exchange 

enaio® exchange is an optional component of enaio®.  

enaio® exchange is used in environments with a Microsoft Exchange server for the 
following tasks: 

 Outsourcing of Exchange e-mails 

If MS Exchange servers are used, the size of single folders on the server can grow to 
such an extent that MS Exchange server performance is affected. With enaio® 
exchange, you can transfer e-mails to the enaio® server instance for archiving 
according to detailed, flexibly configurable rules. 

 Extraction of attachments 

Instead of outsourcing e-mails completely, e-mail bodies which are usually rather 
small are kept and only attachments are outsourced and replaced with links. Thus, 
access is still provided to the user in the usual environment, while at the same time 
server load is significantly decreased. 

As outsourced objects, the separated attachments can also more easily be integrated 
into other processes. 

 Immediate archiving of original objects 

With the transfer of objects to the enaio® server instance for archiving and structured 
filing in the archive, they become easily accessible to all users and can be embedded 
in an extended information context. 

 Audit-proof archiving 

In some environments it is desired or even legally required that the transferred 
objects are additionally archived in an audit-proof manner. Thereby they can no 
longer be modified. 

With enaio® exchange, different solutions for all tasks can be implemented fast and 
easily. 

Architecture 

enaio® exchange is conditional to Exchange installations which have to be organized in 
one forest at most. In addition, Active Directory is required within the organization 
where the inboxes of the Exchange server are administered. 

The current hardware and software requirements for each version are published in a 
document included in the installation data. 

enaio® exchange is a component of enaio® and requires an enaio® installation. 

enaio® exchange consists of enaio® exchange server, the administration component 
enaio® exchange administrator and enaio® exchange server console. 
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Use the server console to set up enaio® exchange-server as a service or start it as a 
console application. 

Use enaio® exchange administrator to create a connection to enaio® exchange server, 
configure rules for e-mail management and start the e-mail transfer. 

For the connection between enaio® exchange and the Exchange server, Outlook version 
2007, 2010 or 2013 plus an Outlook profile have to be installed on the computer. The 
Outlook profile has to be created for the user owning at least local administration rights 
who wants to use enaio® exchange Server as a service. 

Log on to MS Windows as a service user and start MS Outlook. The profile can be 
created with the 'Account Settings' option. When Outlook is opened for the first time, 
the dialog for creating a profile will open automatically. 

Disable the Exchange cache mode for this profile in the manual server settings. 

 

Installation 

enaio® exchange is included with the enaio® setup. 

After the installation you will find links to administration and console components on 
the desktop, either for all users or for the user who is currently signed in. 

Licensing of the 'OSX' module is required for enaio® exchange. Licenses and license 
files are administered in enaio® enterprise-manager. 

Security System 
enaio® exchange-server is started with enaio® exchange-server console. A password is 
required to start enaio® exchange Server. The default password – optimal – can be 
changed using enaio® exchange-server console. 
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After starting the console component for the first time, it is recommended to set a new 
password. 

enaio® exchange administrator is connected with enaio® exchange server and with 
enaio® server. Port and password are required for the connection to enaio® exchange 
server and user name and password are required for the connection to enaio® server. 

The Exchange server is accessed through an Outlook/MAPI profile of the user who is 
signed in at the workstation in the console mode or through the service user in the 
service mode. The user's access rights to inboxes limit the possibilities to transfer e-
mails. 

Access rights for MS Exchange 2007 can for example be set for the entire inbox database 
with the following console command: 

>>Get-MailboxDatabase "Mailbox Database-name" | Add-ADPermission -User 
testDomain\Administrator -AccessRights extendedright -ExtendedRights 
"Send As", "Receive As" 

Enter the name of the user who is intended to get the permissions as 
'testDomain\Administrator' and enter the database to whose inboxes you want to allow 
access as 'Mailbox Database-name'. 

Regardless of these access rights, in enaio® exchange, configurations can be set up for 
the inboxes of all users which are presented to the user through read access in Active 
Directory. 

Access Rights – MS Exchange 2003/2000 

For MS Exchange 2003/2000, the access rights are defined as described below; however, 
note that each version may be configured in a slightly different manner. 

In addition, by integrating a script, it may be necessary to prevent that rights are reset 
automatically. 

Configure the Permissions 'Receive As' and 'Send As' for Groups of Active 
Directory Users 

 Open the Active Directory Users and Computers. 

 Open the View menu and select the Advanced Features entry. 

 Select Users and open the Properties dialog using the context menu. 

 Open the Security tab. 

 Open the Advanced Security Settings dialog by clicking the Advanced button. 

 Click the Add button. 

 Type the object name of the administrative account to be used and confirm with OK. 

 Activate the Object tab and select the entry User objects from the Apply to list. 

 In the Allow column, enable the permissions Receive As and Send As. 
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 Confirm with OK. 

Configure the Permissions 'Receive As' and 'Send As' for the MS Exchange 
Server and Its Information Store 

Server: 

 Open the Exchange System Manager. 

 In the navigation pane, open the Servers section. 

 Select a server and open the Properties dialog using the context menu.  

 Open the Security tab. 

 Select the administrative account. 

 In the Allow column, enable the permissions Administer information store, Receive As 
and Send As. 

 Confirm with OK. 

All MS Exchange servers in use must be configured in the same manner. 

Mailbox store: 

 Open the Exchange System Manager. 

 In the navigation pane, open the Servers section. 

 Select the mailbox store of a server and open the Properties dialog using the context 
menu. 

 Open the Security tab. 

 Select the administrative account. 

 In the Allow column, enable the permissions Administer information store, Receive As 
and Send As. 
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 Confirm with OK. 

The mailbox stores of all MS Exchange servers in use must be configured in the same 
manner. 

Auto Resetted Permissions 

Having edited permissions, it may occur that your changes are reset automatically. This 
known problem is described in the following article by Microsoft: 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/907434/en-us 

The article also describes a workaround including two scripts, which can be used to 
avoid the problem:  

Script 1: Permissions for the AdminSDHolder object 

dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:CA;Send As" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:CA;Receive As" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:CA;Change Password" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:RPWP;Personal Information" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:RPWP;Phone and Mail Options" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:RPWP;Web Information" 

Script 2: Permissions for the administrative account (here: the OsExchangeAdmin 
object) 

dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:CA;Send As" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:CA;Receive As" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:CA;Change Password" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:RPWP;Personal Information" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:RPWP;Phone and Mail Options" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\selbst:RPWP;Web Information" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\OsExchangeAdmin:CA;Send As" 
dsacls "cn=adminsdholder,cn=system,dc=mydomain,dc=com" /G "\OsExchangeAdmin:CA; Receive As" 

 

It is advisable to let pass one hour and then check whether set permissions for the 
administrative account are still in effect. 

Outlook Form 
In Microsoft Exchange, you can integrate a form file to flag archived e-mails in 
Microsoft Office with an individual icon.  

The form file Archived.oft is located in the application directory. 

It may be provided in two different ways: either by saving it to the library of personal 
forms on each workstation or by publishing it in an organizational forms library on the 
Exchange server.  

For more details, see the Exchange server manual or visit the following website: 
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/290802/en 

If you do not use the form file, activate the Do not change e-mail icon option when 
configuring the actions in enaio® exchange Administrator (see 'Actions').  

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/907434/en-us
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/290802/en
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Journaling and Prevent-Deletion Events 

enaio® exchange can archive all outgoing and incoming e-mails, as well as internal e-
mails. 

Two procedures are provided to ensure this. 

The journaling feature can be set up on Microsoft Exchange Server. E-mails are then 
copied and forwarded to the journal mailbox and archived there before further rules are 
applied and they are saved in the user mailbox. The e-mails remain assigned to 
individual enaio® exchange users so that every user can only see their own e-mails. 

The journaling feature can be combined with a journaling configuration in enaio® 
exchange (see 'Journaling Configuration') which additionally avoids duplicate filing in 
enaio®. 

If you do not want to set journaling in Microsoft Exchange, you can integrate store 
events which check whether e-mails can be deleted. 

An OnSyncDelete event ensures that before deleting Microsoft Exchange Server checks 
whether enaio® exchange has marked the e-mail as archived. The archive state, 
OSEXArchiveState, given in the header of an e-mail which is to be deleted is checked for 
this purpose. If the state is missing or if it is null, the e-mail will not be deleted. Log4net 
is used for logging. 

Only set up this feature on stores designated for archiving; otherwise, stored e-mails 
can only be deleted after the control mechanism has been removed. Deleting entire 
inboxes as an administrator is also allowed when prevent-deletion events are used, even 
if the inbox contains e-mails that haven't been archived yet. 

Integration of Prevent-Deletion Events 
The sync.zip archive file in the components\MMGMT\ directory is part of installation 
data. Extract this archive file into an arbitrary directory. 

Then, set up a component service at the workstation of Microsoft Exchange Server and 
execute a script through Exchange Management Shell. 

Component Services 

Open the component services administration in the control panel. 

 

Select COM+ Applications there and create a new application through the context 
menu. A wizard will help you to do so. 
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Select Create empty application and enter a name and Server application as 
activation type in the dialog. 

 

In the following dialog, enter a user account which is used to run the components. The 
user requires appropriate rights in Microsoft Exchange. 

 

Do not change any data in the Add application role and Add user to roles dialogs 
and click Next. 

All entries have thus been completed and you have the application finished. The 
application will be listed in the task list. 
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Then create a new component for the application through the context menu. A wizard 
will help you to do so. 

 

Select Install new component(s) and add the ExchangeStoreEventOnDelete.dll 
library from the extracted archive file. 

 

All entries have thus been made, click Next and Finish. 

Then, select the created application in the task list and open the properties through the 
context menu. 
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On the Security tab, change the security level setting to Perform access checks 
only at the process level. 

The installation of the component service is now complete. 

Script Execution 

The AddEventToDB.ps1 script from the extracted archive file can be executed with the 
Microsoft Exchange Management Shell. The script includes events. 

These data are required for this purpose: 

 Domain 

Enter the domain. 

 

 Mailbox database 

Enter the mailbox database. 
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 Mode 

Enter add as mode. 

 

The integration will be confirmed in Microsoft Management Shell. 

 

If you work with different mailbox databases, you have to execute the script several 
times. 

enaio® search and enaio® exchange 

enaio® exchange can be used together with enaio® search. enaio® search is an optional 
component of enaio® which is integrated with Microsoft Outlook and can access e-mails 
that are managed in enaio® from within Microsoft Outlook. 

In the cooperation mode of enaio® search and enaio® exchange, enaio® search creates a 
connection to enaio® exchange via the enaio® exchange Web service for the restoring of 
e-mails. For this purpose, a configuration file including the connection parameters is 
necessary (see 'The Configuration File for enaio® search' and 'Connection to enaio® 
exchange'). 

Save this file to the \etc\IMAP folder in the data directory and name it 
imap.server.xml. 

The configuration file must contain the following strings: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 
  <OSEXCHANGE_WEBSERVICE_URL>URL</OSEXCHANGE_WEBSERVICE_URL> 
</IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

The URL of the enaio® exchange web service is specified, so that enaio® search can 
connect to it (see 'Basic settings'). 
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enaio® exchange Overview 

After the installation, you will find two shortcuts on your desktop: 

 enaio® exchange-server – shortcut to the enaio® exchange-server console 

Use this link to change the password for access to enaio® exchange-server and start 
enaio® exchange-server as a service or as console application. 

 enaio® exchange Administrator – shortcut to the administrator component 

If enaio® exchange Server is started, configure the tasks for enaio® exchange Server. 
The tasks can be triggered by time control or they can be started by the user in enaio® 
exchange Administrator. 

enaio® exchange Server Console 

The enaio® exchange Server Console – OsExchangeServerApp.exe – can be started 
using the shortcut on the desktop or it can be started in the \OSExchange\ application 
directory. 

The interface has the following tabs: 

 Application 

Used to start and end enaio® exchange Server. 

 Settings 

Used to change the password for access to enaio® exchange Server. 

 Installation 

Set up enaio® exchange Server as a service. 

Application 

 

enaio® exchange Server should preferably run as a service, but especially for the 
configuration it can also run as console application.  
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To start enaio® exchange Server as a service, it has to be set up as a service on the 
Installation tab beforehand. 

If enaio® exchange Server runs as a console application, it is ended together with enaio® 
exchange Server Console. As a service, it continues to run after the console has been 
ended. 

Settings 

 

During the installation, enaio® exchange Server will be set up with the port 5522 and the 
password optimal. 

Change the password immediately after the installation. You can release the data for 
modification by clicking the Edit button. No modification is possible, if enaio® exchange 
Server is already running. 

The password will be encrypted before storage. It does not have to be entered again 
when enaio® exchange Server is started. 

Installation 
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Use the Installation tab to install or uninstall enaio® exchange Server as a service. 

During service installation enter the osexchangeserverservice.exe service file, the 
user, whose account is used to sign in and the password. 

 

The start type for the enaio® exchange service is set to 'manual'. With the service control 
manager you can set the start type to 'automatic'. 

enaio® exchange administrator 

enaio® exchange Administrator – OsExchangeAdmin.exe – is started by clicking on the 
desktop shortcut or directly in the \ExchangeClient\ application directory. 

When starting, the certificates are verified. If you are not connected to the Internet, you 
can deactivate the verification in the Internet Options dialog of Microsoft Internet 
Explorer as the start otherwise would be significantly delayed. 

 

enaio® exchange Administrator has to be connected to enaio® exchange Server and to 
enaio® server. You need registration data to establish these connections. 
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For the cooperation with enaio® imap, the address of the enaio® server must be 
entered with the identical notation, IP address or host name as specified in the 
configuration of enaio® imap. 

In the MAPI profile you will also need access rights to Active Directory user lists. 

Establish a connection to enaio® exchange Server after starting. 

The server address and the port will be cached by enaio® exchange Administrator. 

After an update, the connection data will be reset to default values. 

 

After connecting, the settings areas will be displayed on the left and job control windows 
will be displayed below. 
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Before changing existing configurations for a running indexing, the indexing process 
must be paused. 
When deleting configurations in part or entirely, you receive a warning, because it is 
not checked whether inconsistencies occur. 

In case a restart is necessary after changing the configurations, an info icon is displayed 
in the status bar. 

Basic settings 
The Basic Settings area is divided into the following groups: 

 Connection 

Establish and terminate connections to enaio® exchange Server. 

 Monitor 

The Monitor area allows you to get detailed information and control the activities of 
enaio® exchange Server.  

 

The respective processes are displayed in a list which is divided into the areas 
OSexchange Server, E-mail jobs, Indexing in Exchange and Archiving. In the Server area, 
the throughput of the last week will be displayed graphically. 

The Conflicts tab in the E-mail jobs area allows you to repeat the transfer of e-mails 
which have not yet been transferred and e-mail jobs can be prioritized. In this area, 
you can use buttons to browse e-mails or enter a line number to go to the 
corresponding line. 

 enaio® exchange-server 

The following tabs can be found here: Basic Settings, Logging and Advanced Settings. 
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 Basic settings 

Here you can change the port and the password for the connection to enaio® 
exchange Server as is done in enaio® exchange Server Console. 

The temporary directory is a directory where e-mails are saved temporarily 
before they are transferred to enaio® server. You can specify a path. Select a local 
directory. 

If the directory is monitored by antivirus software, access conflicts will occur. 
Therefore, disable antivirus monitoring for this temporary directory. 

If several MAPI profiles are available at the workstation, choose the one which 
has the appropriate access rights to the folders from where e-mails are to be 
transferred. 

It may be necessary to define a password for a MAPI profile. 

 

 Logging 

Specify the path, the name of the log file and the desired level for logging. 'ALL' is 
preset; after testing the logging in a running system, you can change the logging 
level to 'Info'. 

You can also log archive access and data about network connections between the 
components. However, advanced logging requires considerable resources. 

To provide a better overview, there is a list of which e-mails have been 
transferred to which location in enaio® in the optional maintenance log. 

enaio® exchange uses Log4Net logging. Logs will be saved in the \Log\ folder of 
the application directory. 
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Instead of using Log4Net, enaio® exchange can log using the enaio® logging, just 
like all other enaio® components. Logging settings can be configured in 
OS|Manager_for_Logfiles, and logs will be displayed with OS_protocol-viewer. 
Both components will be installed in the application directory. 

Detailed information can be found in the Administration handbook. 

If you want to activate enaio® logging instead of Log4Net logging, the following 
files from the program directory \ExchangeServer\ must be renamed: 

Log4net.config.example.OXRPT in Log4net.config 

oxrpt.cfg.example in oxrpt.cfg 

To send failed enaio® exchange filing processes to another logging destination 
using Log4Net logging, the following files from the directory \ExchangeServer\ 
must be renamed: 

Log4net.config.example in Log4net.config 

Failed filing processes are logged with the log level FATAL. To send failed 
archiving processes to the Windows Event Log, in the Log4NetAD.config file 
insert the following appender: 

<log4net> 

<appender name="EventLogAppender" 
type="log4net.Appender.EventLogAppender"> 

<threshold value="FATAL" /> 

<layout type="log4net.Layout.PatternLayout"> 

<conversionPattern value="%date [%thread] %-5level %logger 
[%property{NDC}] - %message%newline" /> 

</layout> 
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</appender> 

<root> 

<level value="DEBUG" /> 

<appender-ref ref="EventLogAppender" /> 

</root> 

</log4net> 

More appenders can be found under: 

http://logging.apache.org/log4net/release/sdk/log4net.Appender.html 

(e.g. the 'log4net.Appender.Smtp' appender for sending e-mails) 

Additional notes about configuring the Log4net interface can be found here: 

http://logging.apache.org/log4net/release/manual/configuration.html 

 Advanced settings 

Archiving settings 

Specify with how many parallel accesses – Exchange threads – e-mails are to be 
retrieved from the Exchange server. The default value of a thread can be 
increased to a maximum of 10 threads after the test phase depending on 
hardware specifications, the number of processor cores in particular. 

The number of parallel enaio® archivings is preset to '5'. Contact our support or 
consulting teams for modification instructions. 

The Inboxes per thread value defines the number of Exchanges inboxes that are 
kept open for an Exchange thread. The total number of inboxes (Exchanges 
threads multiplied by inboxes per thread) opened by enaio® exchange should not 
exceed 150. 

You can also specify whether and how frequently failed archiving processes are 
repeated. 

When activating the Switch user context during archiving process option, all 
operations executed by enaio® exchange in the enaio® server will be executed 
using the OS user account of the respective inbox owner. This includes both 
writing and reading operations; in particular, access checks for Web service calls 
will only be executed by the enaio® server. 

This option enables users who have full access to multiple inboxes to use all 
functions, especially with regard to the restoring of e-mails. 

The alias name of the user is used for the folder name during journal linking. The 
login name (sAMAccount name) can be used instead. 
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E-mail search 

enaio® exchange server checks periodically whether e-mails were added to or 
deleted from the Exchange server. Specify the search delay in minutes that enaio® 
exchange server waits before determining the e-mails in the Exchange server 
again. Use the search timeout to enter a time after which the processing of an 
inbox is canceled. 

 Web service 

The port 40400 is preset for the Web service application, the communication 
component of enaio® exchange. Change the entry, if the port is already in use by 
another application. This port is exclusively used for the communication between 
the enaio® exchange service and the enaio® exchange Web service application. 

Activate the HTTP Web service for the cooperation with enaio® Document 
Storage, OS|Search and enaio® imap. As the host, the computer where the enaio® 
exchange server is running is set; the port and name can be freely selected. enaio® 
exchange provides a Web service at the specified address. The displayed address is 
required for the configuration of enaio® Document Storage. 

For archiving from enaio® document-storage using enaio® exchange, specify an 
archiving action (see 'Actions') and an Exchange action. The specification of a 
technical user is optional. 

When activating the Deactivate security check for Web service calls option, no access 
check for the related enaio® object will be performed by the Web service interface 
during the restoring of e-mails. The activated option has no effect, if switching 
the user context was allowed on the Advanced Settings tab. Deactivating access 
checks results in a security hole. 
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 Self-test 

You can test your configurations. The test will list all results. If you select an entry, 
the details will be shown. 

By clicking the respective button, you can copy the test report to the clipboard, and 
optionally save it as a file. 
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 File import 

You can import EML files, MSG files and PST files. 

 

Define a source directory. Network drives must always be indicated in UNC 
notation. 
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Then specify the archiving action (see 'Actions'). By clicking the refresh button, the 
number of e-mails contained in the source directory will be displayed. You can Apply 
the configuration. 

For the import, a user must be entered to whom the e-mails are assigned. The user 
can either be defined on the Script tab by a script, or through XML files. 

XML files must have the same names as the e-mail files and need the ending 'xml'. 
Only one user can be entered in the assigned XML files for PST files. Several users 
can be specified for EML files and MSG files. 

Example: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<Mailusers> 
<Mailuser>REHM</Mailuser> 
<Mailuser>MUELLER</Mailuser> 
</Mailusers> 

In order to start the import process, click the Start button. 

In the process, the imported files are deleted from the source directory – both e-mails 
and XML files. 

In an enaio® exchange instance, the import of PST files cannot be processed in parallel 
with the processing of e-mails from the Exchange server. If the opening of PST files 
fails, it can be necessary to stop the indexing of e-mails in the Exchange server. After 
stopping the indexing process, the enaio® exchange service must be restarted. 

 Restore 

Archived e-mails can be restored. All e-mails from individual users, from user 
groups, or e-mails according to a list of IDs can be restored. The action through 
which the corresponding e-mails were archived must be indicated. 

The relevant e-mails are either restored in an Exchange mailbox or exported. E-mails 
can be exported to the file format MSG, EML or to a PST file. 
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Give the enaio® login names for enaio® users. 

An OS-ID list file comprises enaio® IDs for e-mails. The IDs must be in the file line 
by line. 

Click the Apply button to save the configuration. 

Start the restore using the Restore tab. 

A log file is generated during restore. This also contains entries for all e-mails that 
could not be restored. Log files can be used as OS-ID list files for another restore 
attempt. The file name and path are displayed in the Restore tab. 

For a restore in a PST file, no inbox archiving may take place in parallel, as otherwise 
problems with opening the PST files may occur. 

A restore is also possible using OsxRestore (see 'Restoring Using OsxRestore') by use of 
command line parameters from external applications and scripts, or by transferring e-
mails from enaio® client. 

enaio® Settings 
Enter the data for a connection to enaio® server in the enaio® Settings area. 

Click the Create new enaio® connection entry and enter the respective data. Choose the 
LDAP mode only if the enaio® login is configured using LDAP authentication.  

The specified user requires the appropriate access rights for the enaio® objects which are 
to be created. 
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You can test the connection. 

By clicking the WS button, you can transfer Web service settings for enaio® imap to 
enaio® server. 

That way, enaio® exchange registers its service endpoint with enaio® server. The service 
endpoint can be opened and changed in enaio® enterprise-manager from the Server 
properties > Category: Services >enaio® exchange > Service endpoint menu. The 
registry key can be read by other components, e.g. enaio® document-storage or enaio® 
imap. 

You can also create several enaio® connections to different enaio® server instances. For 
document assignments (see below) specify an enaio® connection which has been created 
here. 

 

Click the Apply button to save the configuration. 

Document Assignments 
Assign objects that you want to transfer to enaio® to an enaio® document type. In 
enaio®, the document type is characterized by a specific indexing form and by a module 
where the object is displayed and edited. An external application can be assigned instead 
of an enaio® module.  

E-mails and attachments can only be assigned to enaio® document types which are set 
up for the administration of the respective file formats. Assignments are not checked 
for plausibility by enaio® exchange Administrator. 

E-mails and attachments have specific basic data. Assign these data to fields of the type-
specific indexing form for automatic indexing. With these data, the objects can be easily 
retrieved in enaio® after transfer.  
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Click the Create new assignment entry in the Document assignments setting area to create a 
new assignment. You can create multiple document assignments. When configuring an 
action at a later point in time, enter a document assignment. 

 

In the Field assignments area, choose an enaio® connection, an enaio® cabinet and an 
enaio® document type, and specify the message type: 'E-mail' or 'Attachment'. 

Normally, to transfer e-mails, you have set up the document type 'E-mail', to transfer 
attachments, you have set up a module-spanning document type. 

Assign the basic data to an indexing field of the document type depending on the 
message type: 'E-mail' or 'Attachment'. The internal field names will be displayed as 
tooltips. 

Click the button labeled with a green plus to create an assignment. In the E-mail field 
area choose a date, in the Field in ECM area enter an index field. 

 

Finally click the Apply button to save the configuration for e-mails and attachments. 

For an e-mail document type with standard fields, such as a type preconfigured in 
enaio® editor, you can create an assignment automatically by clicking the Standard 
button. 

Assignments can be exported to text files and imported. 

Users 
In the User settings area, you can create user groups. Specify a user group to which the 
transfer refers for the later configuration of a profile. 

Click the Create new user group entry to create a new group. 
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On the left of the configuration area on the Explorer tab, you can see all Active Directory 
users and user groups. 

You require the respective access rights in Active Directory in order to see these data.  
Blocked or deactivated users will be listed only if they appear on the Microsoft 
Exchange Global Address List. 

Click the arrow button to transfer entries from the list to the user group. On the Search 
tab, you can search for users and user groups in Active Directory by entering a search 
term. 

NT login names of users will be displayed as tooltips. 

 

Click the Apply button to save the configuration. 

For the journaling feature, create a user group with the user for whom the journaling 
mailbox has been set up in Microsoft Exchange. 

Rules 
Use a rule to specify which property an e-mail must have in order to be transferred. The 
criterias 'size', 'age' and 'read', as well as a reference to a fixed date are available. 

You can create multiple rules. For later configuration of a profile, create one or multiple 
rules. 

Click the Create new rule entry to create a new rule. 

Depending on the desired property, enter the appropriate values below, for example, a 
time period for the 'older than' property.  

You can configure multiple properties for a rule. They are combined with the logical 
operator AND. 

The configuration refers to the e-mail as well as to its attachments.  
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Click the Apply button to save the configuration. 

Actions 
Use an action to specify how e-mails and attachments are processed in enaio®. 

You can create multiple actions. These actions will be used when configuring profiles at 
a later point in time. 
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Click the Create new action entry to create a new action. 

Enter a name for the new action and either specify enaio® as the archiving target or 
select that nothing will be archived.  

You can configure the action on the tabs Settings, Journal/Attachments and Events. 

Settings 

Navigate to the E-mails section on the Settings tab and select an e-mail assignment that 
was created in the Document assignments section; then specify a field of the folder type of 
the document assignment and the name of one of the register types assigned to the 
folder type. When specifying, use the internal names of folder and register types. 

E-mails will then be saved to a register of the specified type which is contained in a 
folder that is indexed with the e-mail's user name. Once a register contains up to 1,000 
e-mails, a new register is created. 

Activate the Do not change e-mail icon option to avoid that already read e-mails are 
flagged with the default icon again in Outlook and thus appear to be unread. This option 
does not have to be activated, if the form file Archived.oft was integrated. In Microsoft 
Exchange you can integrate this form file to flag archived e-mails with an icon (see 
'Outlook Form'). E-mails that are transferred without activating the Do not change e-mail 

icon option, will also be flagged with an icon, if the form is integrated subsequently. 

If you have set up a journal mailbox in Microsoft Exchange for archiving all e-mails, 
select the corresponding check box and enter two fields of the e-mail document type as 
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key fields. These fields are used to check whether the e-mail has already been archived. 
Enter the internal names of the fields. The fields must be text fields with at least 32 
characters in enaio® editor. Add further information on the Journal/Documents tab. 

If you want to manage documents separately, select this option. Enter further 
information on the Journal/Documents tab. 

To always check whether documents are already available, select the option Deduplicate 
globally. 

The options Deduplicate globally and Use journaling mailbox require a field in the e-
mail document type where the information about whether or not the e-mail was saved 
with attachments is saved. The field must be a text field with a length of at least 32 
characters. In the Mode field, enter the internal name of this field. 

Journal / attachments 

 

If you have set up a journal mailbox in Microsoft Exchange for archiving all e-mails, 
select the corresponding check box on the Settings tab and enter the journal mailbox. 

If you select the Link journaling e-mails when archiving in user filing trays option, the 
recipients will automatically receive reference copies or cross-type references to the 
archived e-mails in their enaio® folders. 

If several journal mailboxes are used, the appropriate option has to be selected. In User 

name Folder enter the name for an enaio® folder where all journaling e-mails will be 
archived. 
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If the separation of attachments is activated on the Settings tab, enter a corresponding 
document assignment as attachment assignment. If the attachments are already available 

in enaio®, specify if you want to create a reference copy or a cross-type reference . 

You can also specify whether objects embedded in text are archived separately or not. 

Linking journaling e-mails with enaio® exchange is based on the information stored in 
the Exchange address book. To determine e-mail recipients for which an e-mail 
reference is to be filed (option: 'Link automatically') during journal filing in the archive 
area, the address information is used which is read from the e-mail object using the 
MAPI interface. It will be checked if the passed recipient address entries contain a 
Windows account alias (field PR_ACCOUNT). If this is the case, the recipient is an 
internal recipient for whom an e-mail reference will be created. Otherwise the recipient 
is considered as 'external' and no e-mail reference will be created. 

enaio® exchange cannot alter the time at which the address resolution will be executed. 
At the time of processing by the enaio® exchange service, journaling e-mails usually 
were already resolved against the address book by the Exchange server. enaio® 
exchange does not perform a separate (heuristic) search for address elements against 
the Exchange address book because it could lead to ambiguous or "wrong" hits and it is 
a data-sensitive feature. 

In order to achieve the expected results using the enaio® exchange linking journaling 
inboxes feature, you must ensure that the Exchange address book synchronization 
works properly. 

You can check the results of the Exchange address book synchronization in Microsoft 
Outlook by double-clicking the recipient name of an e-mail: If the recipients are 
'internal', an info window with the tabs 'Contact', 'Organization' and 'Member of' will 
appear. For external recipients, only the 'Contact' tab is displayed. In the 
'PR_ADDRTYPE' field of the MAPI properties, the value 'EX' is entered for internal 
recipients and the value 'SMTP' is entered for external recipients. For unsent e-mail, 
address book synchronization can be triggered using the 'Check names' feature. 

 

When configuring the archiving of journaling inboxes, you must ensure that journaling 
inboxes are processed before user inboxes. Ideally, a time interval of at least 48 hours 
should be ensured. The self-test will then verify the configurations and can display a 
warning message in case of an error. 

Events 

The Events tab is used to specify a script that is run when this action sequence is 
executed. 
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Profiles 
In this area, you can merge the previous configurations of document assignments, user 
groups, rules and actions into a profile which can be triggered by time control or by 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

Click the Create new profile entry to create a new profile. 

Choose a user group and configure the profile using the following tabs: 

 Rules and actions 

Specify a rule and assign an enaio® archiving action and an Exchange action. You can 
create more than one assignment. 

You have configured enaio® archiving actions in the 'Action's section. Available 
Exchange actions are predefined: 

 Delete e-mail 

 Do not modify e-mail 

 Replace attachments with enaio® links 

E-mail attachments are deleted, and references to the attachments archived in 
enaio® are added to the e-mail instead. E-mails that have been archived without 
using the 'Separate attachments' action are not modified. 
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 Replace attachments and insert link 

As mentioned above, attachments will be replaced with links, in this case linking 
to the HTML previews of the ContentViewer. 

 Minimize 

A reference to the entire e-mail object archived in enaio® will be added. 

 

If an e-mail matches the criteria of more than one assignment, the first assignment 
on top of the list is utilized. It is recommended to order assignments reasonably, e.g. 
put rules for older e-mails on top of the list. 

You can additionally define execution priorities. For criteria-matching e-mails the 
assignment with execution priority '1' is utilized first. 

 Activity control 

If you activate time control, you can specify one or several periods during which the 
profile will be executed. 
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Activate mailbox size control and define the maximum and minimum mailbox size. 
For mailboxes exceeding the maximum size, the profile is executed until the mailbox 
has reached the minimum size. The difference between maximum and minimum size 
has to be at least 50 MB. The values are automatically checked every five minutes. 

The result of the mailbox size control depends on configured rules and profile 
actions. Therefore, it may be possible that neither the minimum size can be reached 
nor the maximum size exceeded, thus leaving mailbox size control with no effects.  

 Folder settings 

Specify from which Outlook folder e-mails are to be transferred. 

If you mark the Create new option, a respective folder will be created for users who do 
not yet have such a folder.  
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The sort sequence defines how the e-mails will be sorted in the searched folders. 

You can indicate a folder which will not be modified. For example, the folder with 
deleted e-mails, \Deleted Items or \Gelöschte Objekte if you have a German 
Exchange Server. 

 Update 

Features for updating may only be used by the consulting and support teams of 
OPTIMAL SYSTEMS. For this purpose, a detailed system analysis is required. 
Incorrect configurations will result in a loss of data. 

 Affected users 

With this register, you can determine which users are currently assigned to the 
profile. If a user is a member of several user groups and therefore assigned to several 
profiles, only the profile with the highest priority will be valid. 
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Finally click the Apply button to save the configuration. 

When a profile is opened again, a summary of the profile configuration will be shown on 
the first tab. 

Changing profiles is only possible, if the profile is not active. Before changing profiles, 
it is recommended to stop indexing. 

Profile Priorities 
Profiles are automatically prioritized in the same order as they have been created. If a 
user is assigned to more than one profiles, only the profile with the highest priority will 
be valid. On the Affected users tab (see above) you can see for which users a profile is 
valid. A profile can also be valid for a user if it is not activated at the moment. 

Use the Profile priorities button to open a dialog which displays the priorities. If you 
select a profile, you can change its priority using arrow buttons. 
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Execute 

Profiles are only executed if they are activated. 

If you want to enable a profile, select it in the Profile settings area and click the Enable 

profile button. If time control is activated for a profile, e-mail transfer will be executed in 
the configured time period. If time control is not activated, use the job control to 
control the execution of the profile.  

 

If the Indexing in Exchange and Archiving areas are flagged with a red dot, the profile will 
not be executed.  

Click the Start button in the Indexing in Exchange area to start the transfer of e-mails to 
the temporary directory according to the rules. The history will be shown in the Indexing 

in Exchange area and in the E-mail jobs area. 

 

Click the Start button in the Archiving area to transfer the e-mails from enaio® server and 
also execute the configured actions in Exchange. 

 

If the profile could be executed without any errors, it will be shown that no jobs are left. 

Details can be seen in the Basic settings / Monitor area and in the log files. 
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Configuration Management 

Configurations which you have made in enaio® exchange Administrator, can be 
exported to a file using the Edit menu. Exported configuration files can be imported 
again. 

Note that configurations contain specific data from the enaio® system and Active 
Directory which can usually not be transferred without any adaptation between the 
systems. 

When importing a configuration file all existing files are overwritten.  

The file OSExchangeServerConfig.xml is included in the installation data. This file is 
located in the exchange.zip archive in the folder \components\MMGMT\. 

This file contains a configuration adapted to the object definition 'Exchange Storage' 
(see 'Object Definition 'Exchange Storage'') and can be imported and then used as a 
basis for the configuration. 

When saving a configuration, a backup copy (OSExchangeServerConfig.txt.bak) is 
always created in the configuration directory \ExchangeServer\Conf. 

Journaling Configuration 

Journaling does not allow archiving in user-specific folders. 

If you have set up one or multiple journaling mailboxes in Microsoft Exchange, it can 
also be ensured that all e-mails are only once archived in enaio®. 

Through journaling e-mails will be assigned an ID which will be saved in a field on the 
data form when archiving. Before archiving an e-mail, it will be checked wether an 
object with the same ID does already exist. If this is the case, the e-mail will not be 
archived again, a reference will be created instead. 

When archiving journaling e-mails, the Single Instancing option will not be applied as the 
journaling feature avoids duplicate filing and it is therefore not necessary to detach 
attachments. E-mails which are only available in user mailboxes can be filed separately 
as usual. 

Journaling is integrated as follows: 

 enaio® object definition 

Extend the e-mail document type in enaio® editor with two text fields of at least 32 
characters. Internal names are required for these fields. 

 User group 

In the User settings, create a user group with only one user, i.e. the user of the 
journaling mailboxes in Microsoft Exchange. 

 Action 

When configuring the actions connect the action which first takes the e-mails to the 
journaling mailbox, enter the user group and the field of the e-mail's document type. 
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If you use more than one journaling mailbox, enter a name for all journal e-mails 
saved in enaio® server. 

Specify both text fields as key fields by entering their internal names. 

 Profile 

Through the profile or the profile priorities it has to be ensured that all e-mails of the 
journaling mailbox will be archived prior to e-mails of other user mailboxes. 

In the selection list of the archiving actions the entry 'User mailbox filing for <Logging 
action>' can be found for every logging action. This entry should be used for archiving 
of the user mailboxes. Alternatively, the identical action configuration as for journaling 
archiving can be used when archiving user mailboxes. 

For mailbox archiving, this is the only way to: 

 perform a search within the OS user folders for e-mail references which were already 
created during journaling archiving by using the Link journaling e-mails when archiving 

in user filing trays option, 

 and if this is not the case, to perform a search within the journaling folder for the e-
mail to be archived. If this search was successful, a reference will be created in the 
user folder. 

Object Definition 'Exchange Storage' 

An object definition file with the 'Exchange Storage' folder type as a user-specific inbox 
folder, the 'E-mail' document type and the 'Attachment' document type is part of the 
installation data. With enaio® editor, the data can be imported to the object definition of 
enaio® and can be used for e-mail transfer with the document assignment function (see 
'Document Assignments').  

Existing object definitions can be customized for specific projects. 

The object definition is part of the object definition file asobjdef.xml. This file can be 
found in the exchange.zip archive which is located in the \components\MMGMT\ 
directory of the installation data. It also contains the 'Business partner' cabinet and the 
'Process' register for process-related filing of e-mails with enaio® imap.  

This object definition is not necessary for the transfer of e-mails and attachments. 
enaio® exchange can archive e-mails into any structures in enaio®. 

However, OS|Search only offers the option to filter for user inboxes, if this object 
definition is used and combined with the following additional configurations: 

 Access rights in enaio® administrator 

In order to access the folder type, the following clause is required: 

#BESITZER# = #BENUTZER# 
(Translation: Besitzer = owner; Benutzer = user) 
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 For administrators: Allow context switching 

The 'Switch user context during archiving process' option (see 'Basic settings') 
together with the system role 'Server - Switch job context' for administrators allows 
users who can access multiple inboxes to limit the search scope to the respective 
inboxes. Without this system role, users can only access their own inbox. 

For the archiving of e-mails, we recommend to assign the property 'Combine and 
compress' to e-mail document types with enaio® editor. That way, the amount of 
storage space required for saving e-mails, particularly in the MSG format, is 
significantly reduced. 

Scripting Interface enaio® exchange and enaio® exchange Web 

Service 

enaio® exchange 

Basic Classes for Project-Specific Scripts 

namespace OsExchange.Server.Scripting 

 public class OsExchangeScript 

 Enables to output logs: 

public IOsExchangeScriptHost HOST { get; } 

 Provides the current e-mail object: 

public IScriptMailItem MAIL { get; } 

 Is called before starting to process the e-mail: 

public virtual void 
OnBeforeExecution(IOnScriptEventBeforeExecution evt) 

{ 

} 
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 Is called after the e-mail was opened on the Exchange server: 

public virtual void OnAfterOpenMail(IOnScriptEventAfterOpenmail 
evt) 

{ 

} 

 Is called after the e-mail was saved temporarily: 

public virtual void OnAfterSaveMail(IOnScriptEventAfterSaveFile 
evt) 

{ 

} 

 Is called after processing of the e-mail has been completed: 

public virtual void 
OnAfterProcessing(IOnScriptEventAfterProcessing evt) 

{ 

} 

 Is called before e-mail processing by the Exchange server (e.g. remove 
attachments): 

public virtual void 
OnBeforeExchangeProcessing(IOnScriptEventBeforeExchangeProcessing 
evt) 

{ 

} 

Example: 

namespace OsExchange.Server.Scripting 

{ 

  public class ExampleScript : OsExchangeScript  

  { 

    public override void 
OnBeforeExecution(IOnScriptEventBeforeExecution evt) 

    { 

      HOST.LOG("Mailboxname: " + HOST.CurrentMailbox); 

     } 

  } 

} 

 public interface IOsExchangeScriptHost 

 The passed string is written to the enaio® exchange server log (DEBUG mode): 

void LOG(string text); 

 Name of the current user mailbox: 

string CurrentMailbox { get; } 

 public interface IScriptMailItem 

 Checks if the e-mail is already open. Otherwise RDOMAIL is 'null': 
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bool IsOpen { get; } 

 An Outlook redemption IRDOMAIL object of the e-mail currently open: 

IRDOMail RDOMAIL { get; } 

 E-mail address of the e-mail sender: 

string SenderAddress { get; } 

 E-mail address of the sender of a journaling e-mail: 

string RepresentingSenderAddress { get; } 

 public interface IOnScriptEventBeforeExecution 

 Cancels the current processing: 

bool Cancel { set; } 

 public interface IOnScriptEventAfterOpenmail 

 Cancels the current processing: 

bool Cancel { set; } 

 Sets the status of the current e-mail to 'Archived': 

void SetMailArchived(); 

 public interface IOnScriptEventAfterSaveFile 

 Name of the MSG file under which the current e-mail was saved: 

string Filename { get; } 

 public interface IOnScriptEventAfterProcessing 

 Processing information: 

IScriptProcessingInfos ProcessingInfos { get; } 

 public interface IOnScriptEventBeforeExchangeProcessing 

 Cancels the current processing: 

bool Cancel { set; } 

 public interface IScriptProcessingInfos 

 Determines whether the e-mail processing was completed successfully: 

bool Success { get; } 

 Address of enaio® server: 

string OsServer {get;} 

 Object ID of the filed e-mail: 

int OsMailObjektId {get;} 

 Object type of the filed e-mail: 

string OsObjecttype {get;} 

 Cabinet name of the filed e-mail: 

string OsCabinet {get;} 

Basic Classes for Project-Specific Import Scripts 

namespace OsMail.MAPI.FileImport 
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 public class ImportScript 

 The enaio® user can be returned for the import job: 

public virtual string OnGetUser(ImportJobScriptData data) 

{ 

return string.Empty; 

} 

 An open e-mail as well as its file name can be returned: 

public virtual IRDOMail OnGetOpenMail 

(ImportJobScriptData data,  

IRDOSession session,  

out string mailFileName) 

{ 

mailFileName = string.Empty; 

return null; 

} 

 Is called after opening the imported e-mail: 

public virtual void OnAfterOpenMail(IImportScriptMailValues mail) 

{ 

} 

 Is called before writing back the filing information to the e-mail file: 

public virtual void OnWritebackMailDocid 

(ChangeStateMail cs,  

DocId osid,   

OsDoctypeParentDestination dest, 

bool notChangeMessageClass,  

DateTime archiveDate) 

{ 

} 

 Is called after import: 

public virtual void OnBeforeExchangeProcessing 

(IImportScriptMailValues mail) 

{ 

} 

 Is called after processing but before 'OnAfterProcessing' of the generic script: 

public virtual void OnBeforeAfterProcessing 

(ImportScriptItemProcessingInfos infos) 

{ 

} 

 public class ImportJobScriptData 

 Returns the account name of the user: 
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public string User { get; } 

 public interface IRDOSession 

 The active Redemption MAPI session: 

namespace Redemption 

http://www.dimastr.com/redemption/rdo/rdosession.htm 

 public class ImportScriptMailValues 

 User name for import: 

public string Username { get; } 

 Indicates whether the 'Username' field is set: 

public bool IsUsernameSet { get; } 

 Indicates the status whether processing was canceled as 'succeeded': 

public bool IsAbortedSUCCEEDED { get; } 

 Indicates the status whether processing was canceled as 'failed': 

public bool IsAbortedFAILED { get; } 

 Cancels processing as 'succeeded': 

public void AbortMailProcessing_SUCCEEDED(); 

 Cancels processing as 'failed': 

public void AbortMailProcessing_FAILED(); 

 public class ImportScriptItemProcessingInfos 

 Code, if processing was canceled from the script: 

public ScriptInterruptExceptionType ScriptInterruptCode { get; } 

 Sets the import processing result to 'successful': 

public void SetProcessingResultOk(); 

 public enum ScriptInterruptExceptionType 

{ 

DEFAULT, 

OK, 

ERR 

} 

 public class ScriptInterruptException : Exception 

 Creates a script interruption exception with the respective interruption code: 

public ScriptInterruptException(ScriptInterruptExceptionType t); 

 Interruption code: 

public ScriptInterruptExceptionType InterruptionType { get; } 

 public enum ChangeStateMail 

{ 

Unarchived = 0, 

ArchivedComplete = 1, 

http://www.dimastr.com/redemption/rdo/rdosession.htm
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ArchivedSeparated = 2, 

AttachmentsLinked = 3, 

MailLinked = 4, 

UNDETERMINED = 5, 

MailMinimized = 6, 

OS_MSG_FILE = 7 

} 

 public class DocId 

 enaio® Id: 

public int OsECMId { get; } 

 public class OsDoctypeParentDestination : OsDoctype 

 Contains information about the filing location: 

namespace OsExchange.Common.Tools 

 

Import script example 

public class MyImportScript : ImportScript 

{ 

public override string OnGetUser(ImportJobScriptData data) 

{ 

if (data.User == "") 

return "DEFAULT_IMPORT_USER"; 

return String.Empty; 

} 

 

public override void OnAfterOpenMail(IImportScriptMailValues mail) 

{ 

if (mail.IsUsernameSet) 

if (mail.Username == "SPAM") 

mail.AbortMailProcessing_SUCCEEDED(); 

} 

 

public override void OnBeforeExchangeProcessing(IImportScriptMailValues mail) 

{ 

/* 

doSomething 

 

if (failed) 

*/ 
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mail.AbortMailProcessing_FAILED(); 

} 

 

public override void OnBeforeAfterProcessing(ImportScriptItemProcessingInfos 
infos) 

{ 

if (infos.ScriptInterruptCode == ScriptInterruptExceptionType.OK) 

infos.SetProcessingResultOk(); 

} 

} 

enaio® exchange-webservice 

enaio® exchange Web Service Features 

 public interface IOsMailWebservice 

string Echo(string echo); 

Returns the passed string. Test feature whether the Web service is active. 

 

MailInfo ArchiveMailByEntryId(string exchangeUsername, string 
EntryId); 

Archives an e-mail from the Exchange mailbox of a user according to the Exchange 
entry ID. The user mailbox is determined based on the NTLM login data of the Web 
service call. If the user is the technical user set in enaio® exchange Administrator, the 
passed user name is used to determine the mailbox. 

exchangeUsername: Name of user whose mailbox contains the e-mail to be archived. 
This parameter is analyzed only if the calling user is the technical user configured in 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

EntryId: Entry ID of the e-mail to be archived. 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo ArchiveMailByPropertyValue(string exchangeUsername, string 
PropertyName, string Value); 

Archives an e-mail from the Exchange mailbox of a user according to a field value 
pair. The user mailbox is determined based on the NTLM login data of the Web 
service call. If the user is the technical user set in enaio® exchange Administrator, the 
passed user name is used to determine the mailbox. 

exchangeUsername: Name of user whose mailbox contains the e-mail to be archived. 
This parameter is analyzed only if the calling user is the technical user configured in 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

PropertyName: Name of a mail property in DASL notation (e.g. 
http://schemas.microsoft.com/mapi/proptag/0x1035001F). 

Value: The value which the specified property must have. 
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Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo ArchiveMailByFile(string osUsername, string fileName); 

Archives an e-mail passed as a file. 

osUsername: Name of user in whose enaio® archive area the e-mail is to be archived. 
This parameter is analyzed only if the calling user is the technical user configured in 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

EntryId: Entry ID of the e-mail to be archived. 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo GetMailInfoByEntryId(string exchangeUsername, string 
EntryId); 

Uses a passed entry ID to determine information about the archiving status of an e-
mail from the Exchange mailbox of a user. The user mailbox is determined from the 
NTLM login of the Web service call. If the user is the technical user set in enaio® 
exchange Administrator, the passed user name is used to determine the mailbox. 

exchangeUsername: Name of user whose mailbox contains the e-mail information to 
be determined. This parameter is analyzed only if the calling user is the technical user 
configured in enaio® exchange Administrator. 

EntryId: The entry ID of the e-mail about which information is to be output. 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo GetMailInfoByPropertyValue(string exchangeUsername, string 
PropertyName, string Value); 

Uses a field value to determine information about the archiving status of an e-mail 
from the Exchange mailbox of a user. The user mailbox is determined based on the 
NTLM login data of the Web service call. If the user is the technical user set in enaio® 
exchange Administrator, the passed user name is used to determine the mailbox. 

exchangeUsername: Name of user whose mailbox contains the e-mail to be archived. 
This parameter is analyzed only if the calling user is the technical user configured in 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

PropertyName: Name of a mail property in DASL notation (e.g. 
http://schemas.microsoft.com/mapi/proptag/0x1035001F). 

Value: The value which the specified property must have. 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo LinkMail(OsInfo source, 

                             string osUsername, 

                             string osPassword, 

                             string destinationCabinetId, 

                             string destinationDocumentTypeId, 

                             string destinationFolderOsId); 
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Links an e-mail from the enaio® OSEexchange folder of a technical user to any 
location in the enaio® system (cross-type reference). The user folder is determined 
based on the NTLM login data of the Web service call. If the user is the technical user 
set in enaio® exchange Administrator, the passed user name is used to determine the 
folder. 

Source: An OsInfo object containing information about the e-mail to be linked. 

osUsername: Name of user whose folder contains the e-mail to be archived. This 
parameter is analyzed only if the calling user is the technical user configured in 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

osPassword: This parameter is ignored. 

destinationCabinetId: Internal name of the target folder type. 

destinationDocumentTypeId: Internal name of the target document type. 

destinationFolderOsId: ID of link target in format "F1234" (folder) or "R1234" 
(register). 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo DownloadRestoredMail(OsInfo destination, string osUsername, 
string osPassword); 

Restores an archived e-mail as MSG file. Attachments which were removed during 
the archiving process are reinserted. To check permissions, the NTLM login data of 
the Web service call are determined. If the user is the technical user set in enaio® 
exchange Administrator, the passed user name is used. 

Destination: Identifies the e-mail to be restored. 

osUsername: Name of user whose folder contains the e-mail to be archived. This 
parameter is analyzed only if the calling user is the technical user configured in 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

osPassword: This parameter is ignored. 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo DownloadRestoredMailByEcmId(string osid); 

Restores an archived e-mail as MSG file. Attachments which were removed during 
the archiving process are reinserted. To check permissions, the NTLM login data of 
the Web service call are determined. 

Osid: DocID of the e-mail to be restored. 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

 

MailInfo ArchiveLinkMail(string EntryId, string 
destinationFolderOsId); 

To check permissions, the NTLM login data of the Web service call are determined. 
Links are always created as reference copies/relations. 

EntryId: Entry ID of the e-mail to be archived. 
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destinationFolderOsId: DocID of the target folder. 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call. 

MailInfo BatchRestoreMails(string srcOsUserName, 

     string srcListFilePath,  

     byte[] srcListFile,  

     string destMailbox,  

     string destDirMsg, 

     string destDirEml, 

     string destDirPst, 

     string mailboxFolder); 

Command to restore several e-mails: 

srcListFilePath: OS ECM user name: All e-mails for this user are restored 

srcListFile: Path to an OS ID list: All IDs contained are restored 

srcListFile: OS ID list file as ASCII bytes: All IDs contained are restored 

destMailbox: Destination mailbox, the e-mails are restored to the mailbox 

destDirMsg: Destination directory for MSG files: The e-mails are restored as MSG 
files to the directory 

destDirEml: Destination directory for EML files: The e-mails are restored as EML 
files to the directory 

destDirPst: Destination directory for PST files: The e-mails are restored in a PST 
file to the directory 

mailboxFolder: When restoring to a mailbox, the mailbox folder path can be given 
here 

Return value: A MailInfo object containing the result of the call in the 'RestoreInfo' 
field. 

 

 public class OsInfo 

Information about an enaio® object. 

public string ServerConnectionString; 

Complete connection data to enaio® server, including IP address and port, e.g. 
"127.0.0.1:4000". 

 

public string CabinetId; 

Internal folder type name. 

 

public string DocumentTypeId; 

Internal object type name. 

 

public string DocId; 

DocID of the object. 
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 public class RestoreInfo 

Restore information as the result of a batch restore. 

public byte[] LogfileData 

Log file of a batch restore Web service call. 

 

public string LogfileName  

File name of the log file of a batch restore Web service call. 

 

public string LogfileInfo  

Information about the log file of a batch restore Web service call. 

 

public int DoneCount  

Number of successfully restored e-mails. 

 

public int FailedCount  

Number of failed restores. 

 

 public class ExchangeInfo 

Information about an e-mail on the Exchange server. 

public string EntryId = string.Empty; 

Entry ID of the e-mail. When using the property value pair search, the value is 
entered here. 

 

public byte[] MailData; 

E-mail data of the MSG file as result of a restore Web service call. 

 

public string MailSearchValu; 

Value which was used for e-mail search by property value pair. 

 public class AttachmentInfo 

Information about an attachment 

public OsInfo OsInfo; 

If the attachment is archived, this parameter contains information about the archived 
object. 

 

public string Filename; 

File name of the attachment. 
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 public class MailInfo 

Information about an e-mail and success or failure of the Web service call 
respectively. 

public OsInfo OsInfo = null; 

Information about archiving e-mails in the enaio® system 

 

public ExchangeInfo ExchangeInfo = null; 

Information about the e-mail location in Exchange 

 

public RestoreInfo RestoreInfo = null; 

Information about batch restore 

 

public bool Succeeded = false; 

'True', if the Web service call was successful, otherwise 'false'. NOTE: If 'false' is 
returned, only the parameter 'Error' is set securely. 

 

public string Error = string.Empty; 

Error text, if the Web service call failed. 

 

public AttachmentInfo[] Attachments = null; 

List of AttachmentInfo objects for attachments of the e-mail. 

 

 Controlling the enaio® exchange Web service from a script: 

namespace OsExchange.Common.Tools 

public class MailManagementService: IOsMailWebservice 

{ 

public MailManagementService(string URL) 

} 

Example: 

using OsExchange.Common.Tools; 

public override void 
OnBeforeExchangeProcessing(IOnScriptEventBeforeExchangeProcessing evt) 

{ 

string connection = "http://127.0.0.1:13344/OsExchangeWebservice"; 

 

MailManagementService service = new MailManagementService(connection); 

string test = service.Echo("test 123"); 

} 
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Restoring Using OsxRestore 

In addition to using enaio® exchange Administrator to restore, OsxRestore can be used 
to restore e-mails that were archived in enaio® using enaio® exchange. 

OsxRestore needs to know which action was used to archive e-mails. 

This action is always determined using the current configuration for restore in 
enaio® exchange Administrator. 

Furthermore, OsxRestore can restore e-mails from external applications and scripts and 
from enaio® client by using command line parameters and as a COM call. 

The program and respective libraries are provided as ZIP archive in the directory 
…\Win32\Disk1\components\MMGMT of the installation data. 

The archive is unpacked in the folder \clients\client32 and can be logged using 
OXRPT. To do so, an 'OsxRestore' channel is required with the settings 'Action=15' and 
'Level=6' (debug logging). Details regarding OXRPT logging can be found in the enaio® 
administrator handbook. 

The following call parameters can be used: 

 -mode 

The desired processing mode, this parameter must always be specified, with the 
exception of '-register'. 

Possible values: 

 dirMsg: The e-mails are restored to the directory as MSG files. 

 dirPst: The e-mails are restored to the directory in PST files. 

 dirEml: The e-mails are restored in the directory as EML files. 

 mailboxBatch: The e-mails are restored in the default folder. 

 mailboxSingle: The e-mails are restored in the Outlook mailbox in the 
specified directory. 

 -infile 

Input file with OS IDs of the e-mails to be restored. The format corresponds to the 
format that the enaio® client generates if %i is specified. 

 -webservice 

The URL of enaio® exchange webservice. If the parameter is not specified, the 
registered core service URL is read and used from the registry. 

 -query 

Here you can enter the ID of a saved search. The number of hits is then restored. The 
OSREST Appconnector is used to determine the number of hits. 

 -osrest 

The URL of the OSREST Appconnector. If this parameter is not specified, then the 
registered URL is read from the registry. 

 -restUsername 
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Entry of the OSREST user name. If no user name with password is specified, the 
NTLM authentication is used. 

 -restPassword 

Entry of the password for the OSREST user. 

 -osid 

Instead of -infile or -query, a single enaio® ID can also be specified. 

 -dir 

The directory in which the e-mails should be restored. If it is not specified, a query 
window opens for restore. There has to be a directory on the enaio® exchangeServer. 

 -mailbox 

The name of the mailbox in which the e-mails are to be restored. If a mailbox name 
is not specified, the mailbox of the logged-in user is used. 

 -mailboxFolder 

Mailbox folder for the restore mode mailboxSingle. 

 -hideError 

No program window is displayed in the case of error either. 

 -showAlways 

In the case of success a program window is always displayed after processing. 

 -debug 

Before processing, a message box appears for debugging purposes. This parameter 
has no impact at log level. 

 -writeLog 

The processing log (restore log) of the enaio® exchangeServer is saved under the 
specified file name. 

 -register 

The program is registered for use from script files. 

Example for a call from enaio® client: 

-mode mailboxSingle -infile %i -mailboxFolder RESTORE -showAlways -writeLog "c:\tmp\restorelog.txt" 

 

For using script files, the program must be registered previously with the command line 
parameter -register. The command line parameters to be used are set singly from the 
script. The parameters -showAlways, -debug, -register, and –hideError have no 
effect on script calls. 

The following example script shows the use from VBScript: 

     test.vbs, execute with >cscript c:\test.vbs 
 
            Dim restore  
            Set restore = CreateObject("OsxRestore.OsxRestore") 
 
            restore.SetParam "-mode", "mailboxSingle" 
            restore.SetParam "-osid", "272" 
            restore.SetParam "-mailboxFolder", "testVB" 
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            '   "-mode", "[dirMsg, dirPst, dirEml, malboxBatch, 
mailboxSingle]" 
            '   "-infile", "c:\OSECM_idlist_infile" 
            '   "-webservice", "http://127.0.0.1:40401/OsExchangeWS" 
            '   "-query", "123" 
            '   "-osrest", "http://127.0.0.1/osrest" 
            '   "-restUsername", "root" 
            '   "-restPassword", "optimal" 
            '   "-osid", "123" 
            '   "-dir", "c:\tmp\" 
            '   "-mailbox", "user@address.de" 
            '   "-mailboxFolder", "Posteingang-or-PR_ENTRYID" 
            '   "-writeLog", "c:\tmp\RestoreResult.txt" 
 
            Dim result 
            Set result = restore.Restore 
 
            WScript.Echo result.Info 
 
            WScript.Echo "DONE" 
            For count = 0 to result.DoneCount - 1 
                WScript.Echo "------------------" & count 
                WScript.Echo "ID:      " & result.DoneItem(count).Id 
                WScript.Echo "Comment: " & 
result.DoneItem(count).Comment 
                WScript.Echo "EntryId: " & 
result.DoneItem(count).EntryId 
next 
 
            WScript.Echo "UNDONE" 
            For count = 0 to result.UndoneCount - 1 
                WScript.Echo "------------------" & count 
                WScript.Echo "ID:      " & result.UndoneItem(count).Id 
                WScript.Echo "Comment: " & 
result.UndoneItem(count).Comment 
next 
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enaio® imap 

About enaio® imap 

enaio® imap makes process-related filing and searching of e-mails in the OS|"Mail-
Management" inbox and its folders 'Business partners' and 'Processes' in Microsoft 
Outlook possible. For this purpose, enaio® imap cooperates with OS|Search and enaio® 
exchange. 

Installation 

The enaio® imap setup offers different installation options for the service. The setup can 
be used for a full installation as well as for updating a previously installed system. 

enaio® imap Service Installation/Update 
The setup is part of the installation data in the directory 
win32\Disk1\components\MMGMT. 

Having started the setup (enaio® imap-Installer.exe)and selected the setup language, all 
essential information concerning the service's configuration will be requested in dialogs. 
Two installation modes are available. On the one hand, there is a full installation which 
is required for systems without enaio® imap and on the other hand, an update for an 
existing installation.  

After selecting the appropriate installation option, the required information can be 
entered in the following parameter fields. 

For both the update and the full installation, the installation directory must be specified. 
In case of a new full installation of enaio® imap, you can enter any existing path. When 
updating, a previously installed version of the software is required and its installation 
directory must be selected for the program update. 

In the next dialog the data directory will be configured (for full installation only). The 
configurations of e-mail users are stored in the data directory. This directory can be a 
different one than the installation directory, but it must also be available for the service. 

In the following dialog (for full installation only), you can configure the NTLM 
authentication mechanism. 

The respective domain and the server where users must authenticate themselves can be 
defined here. 

In the next installation step (for full installation only), the connection data to the enaio® 
server is asked. The IP address and the port of the server is required; the default 
configuration uses the data of your computer, resulting in the default value 
127.0.0.1:4000. 

In the last configuration step of the full installation, the address and the port of the Web 
service interface enaio® exchange can be entered. Here too, the default configuration 
uses the same host, i.e. the address 127.0.0.1 and the port 1237. 
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After entering all parameters, the service can be installed. In case of a successful 
installation of enaio® imap, you can start the service directly or the installation of enaio® 
exchange automatically. If you start the installation of enaio® exchange directly, the 
installation directory OsExchange (including OSExchangeServerConfig.txt, 
OsExchangeSetup.msi and unattended.bat) must be located on the same level as the 
enaio® imap installation directory. 

Uninstalling enaio® imap 
The program for uninstalling enaio® imap, uninstall.exe, can be found in the 
installation directory of the program.  

Server Features 

enaio® imap features an IMAP server. Thus, e-mail accounts can be managed. The 
following folder structure exists after the installation. 
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Account Management 
In cooperation with OS|Search, a configuration for the folder type 'Business partner' and 
the register type 'Process' will be generated automatically by OS|Search. It is not 
necessary to create a configuration manually. The folder type 'Business partner' and the 
register type 'Process' must be integrated into the object definition of enaio®. The data 
are part of the setup (see 'Object Definition 'Exchange Storage''). They can be 
customized for specific projects. 

Every account has a subdirectory in the configured data directory in which the current 
configuration is saved. The name of the directory is identical with the name of the e-
mail account. The 'Administrator' account, for example, contains a configuration 
directory Administrator in the users subdirectory of the configured data directory.  

An XML file which contains a structure of folder names to processes (enaio® registers) is 
part of the configuration of an account. The hierarchy within this XML file corresponds 
to the folder structure displayed in the e-mail client (e.g. Outlook) for the respective 
account. 

Aside from folders that are linked to a process, there are also folders which are only used 
for structuring and have no related process in enaio®. In the XML file, folders are 
defined using the imapFolder element. Process-related folders have the operationId 
attribute. This ID is the unique process ID (register ID) in enaio®. If the operationId 
attribute is missing, the folder is a structure folder. 

This XML file is saved as folderMapping.xml to the configuration directory of the 
respective e-mail account. At the same time, the file is transferred to enaio® through a 
server job. In enaio®, it will be saved as <Username>.xml (e.g. Administrator.xml for 
the Administrator account) to the subdirectory etc\imap\users in the data directory. 

The file in the enaio® imap is the main file. enaio® imap synchronizes the local file with 
this file regularly. If enaio® imap changes this file, enaio® imap also updates the file on 
the enaio® server. If the XML file is manipulated on the enaio® server, enaio® imap also 
receives these changes through regular adjustment. 

If enaio® imap tries to modify the file in the enaio® server, it checks for potential locks 
of the file. The file is locked if a <Username>.xml file exists in the 
etc\imap\users\locks\ data directory. 

If a user is connected to enaio® imap and no specific XML file for this user exists on the 
enaio® server, then the user in question is a new user who is connected for the first time. 
In this case, the defaultFolderMapping.xml file which is located in the directory \etc 
of the data directory is requested from the enaio® server with the 'createUser' function. 
Then, this file is used as the user configuration and is saved both locally in enaio® imap 
and in the enaio® server at the previously mentioned path. 

Thus, the 'defaultFolderMapping' file serves as a configuration template for new users. 

Illustration 1 shows an example of an XML file for depicting folders and related 
processes. The entries Support, Order FMT and OS|Mail-Management are folders linked 
with a respective enaio® register. All other folders are structure folders.  
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?> 

<imapConfiguration changed="2009-09-24T15:18:51.43">     

<imapFolder name="Support" operationId="155" 
completeMail.os_AsRestoredMail="true" /> 

<imapFolder name="INBOX"/> 

<imapFolder name="EN"> 

  <imapFolder name="Order FMT" operationId="159"/> 

  <imapFolder name="enaio Mail-Management" operationId="167"/> 

</imapFolder> 

</imapConfiguration> 
 
Illustration 1: Depiction of folder names and related processes 

If one of the linked folders is selected in the e-mail client, then enaio® imap sends a 
DMS query to the enaio® server. As a result, a list of all e-mail documents in the 
respective register will be shown. A basic understanding of the configuration of the 
enaio® server is important.  

Illustration 2 shows an enaio® client that is connected to an enaio® server configured for 
e-mail management. The red boxes highlight important areas. The process 'Support' was 
selected. In the object information for the 'Support' register, the register ID 155 is 
shown. This value corresponds to the value of the operationId attribute from the 
imapFolder element 'Support' described in the previous illustration of the depiction of 
folders and registers. Within the register, several references to e-mail documents can be 
found (green arrow references). The specific e-mail documents are located in a technical 
cabinet. 

 
Illustration 2: enaio® client in an e-mail management scenario 

As a result of the DMS query, enaio® imap receives a result table. The result table 
contains the index data of all e-mail documents that are located in a certain register. 

These index data are now used to generate e-mails in the EML format and are then sent 
to the e-mail client. 

Illustration 3 shows MS Outlook and how the previously mentioned example 
configuration looks like. In the left pane, the tree structure of folders resulting from the 
XML file is visible.  
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Illustration 3: IMAP account in MS Outlook 

 

E-mail Generation 
enaio® imap generates e-mails from index data. The generated e-mail consists of a 
summary of the message text, as well as all attachments in the form of OS file references. 
Additionally, the e-mail contains another attachment; an OS file reference to the full e-
mail. Provided that the ContentViewer was installed correctly, these links can be 
resolved and embedded into MS Outlook to display the linked file. The e-mail message 
text is generated in the HTML format. That way, meta information (e.g. message ID, 
document ID etc.) can be displayed in the correct formatting. 

Within the info box and also at the end of the e-mail message text, links to the original 
document will be generated. The URL used for this purpose is a link to the 
ContentViewer. enaio® imap receives this URL from the enaio® server through the 
server job krn.REGetRegValue("Conversion\ContentViewerHome"). 

Illustration 4 shows an example of the basic structure of an EML file and the resulting 
appearance in MS Outlook. 
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Illustration 4: E-mail generation 

Info Box 

The formatting of the info box is defined in an HTML template file. This file is named 
infoBoxTemplate.html and can be found in the subdirectory osecm of the installation 
data. 

During e-mail generation, the respective placeholders within the template are replaced. 
The following table describes these placeholders and the elements they are replaced by: 

Placeholder Replaced by 

%CVLINK:ORIGINAL% ContentViewer link to the original e-mail 

%OSID% OSID of the original e-mail document 

%FLAGS% Attributes of the e-mail, such as 'Priority' 

%DATE% Mailing date of the e-mail 

%SIZE% Original size of the e-mail 

%MESSAGE-ID% Message ID of the e-mail 

%FOLDER% Internal name of the folder in which the e-mail was 
archived. 
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Full E-Mail as Attachment 

As already mentioned, a link to the full e-mail is generated. By default this link is an OS 
link. It is also possible to show the full e-mail in the MSG format instead of an OS link. 
This is recommended if access to the ContentViewer URL is not possible. For this 
purpose, enaio® imap analyzes an attribute which can be found in the XML file for the 
depiction of folder names and related processes either in the <imapConfiguration> 
element or in the <imapFolder> element. The name of this attribute is 
completeMail.os_AsRestoredMail.  

If the attribute is set in the imapConfiguration element, the configuration is global and 
used for all folders (see Illustration 1) of the configuration. If it is set in the imapFolder 
element, the configuration is only used for the respective folder and the global 
configuration is overwritten. The attachment of the full e-mail will always be a MSG file, 
if the attribute is set. The full e-mail will not be restored by enaio® imap. It uses the 
enaio® exchange Web service which provides a function for restoring e-mails. If this 
operation fails, attachments will be generated in the form of OS links, as it is done in the 
default configuration. 

E-Mail Flags 
An e-mail can be flagged differently. The following flags are available: 'Recent', 
'Answered', 'Deleted', 'Draft', 'Flagged', and 'Seen'. Flags are user-specific and are not 
part of the index data in the enaio® server (multiple users can link the same registers). 
Flags are saved locally in the user data directory by enaio® imap. In the user directory, a 
file system folder exists for each e-mail folder (comparable to an inbox). In these folders, 
the mailbox.xml file can be found. This XML file contains a message element for each e-
mail in the respective register. Each message element can have multiple flag elements 
as child elements. These flag elements are related to the different flags mentioned 
above. In the following example, an e-mail with the 'Seen' flag is described. 

<message internalDate="2009-10-08+02:00" legacyId="160" 
uid="1138"> 

 <flag name="SEEN"/> 

</message> 

If the mailbox.xml file is deleted from the local computer, a new file will be created with 
the next synchronization. In doing so, flags for all e-mails will be deleted. Then, all e-
mails will be flagged as 'Recent'. 

enaio® exchange-webservice 
 enaio® imap can activate functions of the enaio® exchange Web service. To do so, the 

URL of the Web service is required in enaio® imap. This URL will be read out 
automatically from the enaio® server registry, provided that it is registered in it. The 
registration of the URL is done when the Web service settings for enaio® imap are 
transferred to enaio® server using the WS button during the configuration of the 
enaio® settings in enaio® exchange (see 'enaio® Settings'). 

If the Web service URL is not to be read out from the registry, another Web service URL 
can be specified in the config.properties configuration file. This file can be found in 
the subdirectory osecm of the data directory. The URL and the port are configured 
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separately. The respective keys are ws.address and ws.port. These parameters are 
already configured during the installation of enaio® imap. In order to prevent the 
reading of the URL from the enaio® server registry, you have to define the parameter 
ws.wsdlFromProperties=true. When changing the values directly in the 
config.properties file, the enaio® imap service must be restarted for the changes to 
take effect. 

On the one hand, the enaio® exchange Web service is required for the restoring of e-
mails. On the other hand, it is needed to initiate the archiving of e-mails that haven't 
been archived yet. 

Two different archiving modes exist for enaio® imap. By default, archiving is done with 
the message ID of an e-mail to be archived by drag and drop. For this purpose, the 
incoming e-mail data stream (EML) is analyzed and the message ID is extracted. 
Archiving is initiated with the enaio® exchange Web service using this message ID. The 
e-mail must be found by enaio® exchange with the help of the message ID and will then 
be archived. 

In the alternative mode, the incoming e-mail will be archived directly by enaio® 
exchange. enaio® imap stores the e-mail in the temporary directory, then enaio® imap 
and the enaio® exchange Web service exchange only the absolute file path of the e-mail, 
and then the enaio® exchange Web service archives this e-mail. 

The alternative mode can be activated by setting the entry 
ws.archiveByFileReference=true in the config.properties configuration file. 
Note that, enaio® imap and enaio® Exchange must be running on the same server for 
this archiving mode, so that local file paths can be exchanged. 

Drag & Drop of E-Mails within Microsoft Outlook 
If e-mails are dragged to a connected IMAP folder, enaio® imap initially checks through 
the enaio® exchange web service whether the e-mail was already archived. In case the e-
mail wasn't archived yet, e-mail archiving via the enaio® exchange web service is 
initiated. 

If the e-mail was archived already, a green arrow icon is created in the respective register 
in the enaio® server through another function of the enaio® exchange Web service. 

This e-mail is then visible for all users with the related process (ECM register). 

enaio® imap Logging 

Logging with 'log4j' 
In order to receive clear information for the analysis and detection of errors when 
needed, it is necessary to define a mechanism that can also be configured during 
operation. This exactly can be achieved when logging. Clear information means process 
information output by enaio® imap according to the configured level of detail. These 
data are written to an individual log file and can be used for further processing and 
analysis. 

Logging in enaio® imap is done with the help of the 'log4j' Java library- 
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The log file of the enaio® imap service is saved in the subdirectory logs of the 
enaio® imap installation directory and is named osecm-imap.log. 

It is possible to select different log levels for enaio® imap. The log level is set in the 
log4j.properties configuration file. 

The log level is set with the first parameter log4j.rootCategory. By default, it is set to 
INFO. Set the log level to DEBUG to create more detailed logs. 
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enaio® mail-archiver 

About enaio® mail-archiver 

The enaio® mail-archiver is an SMTP relay server which can be integrated into enaio® to 
import e-mails systematically to the archive and start workflow processes based on this 
data. 

enaio® mail-archiver can be flexibly used in various environments with different 
groupware solutions. 

E-mails transferred with enaio® mail-archiver can be searched with enaio® search. 

Application Scenarios 

As an integrated enaio® component, enaio® mail-archiver fulfills the following 
functions: 

 Automatic import of all incoming and outgoing e-mails into the archive. 

enaio® saves e-mails in folders which are indexed with the e-mails' metadata. In 
enaio® client, users can access their e-mail folder.  

E-mails including all attachments are archived in RFC 822 format. Thus, HTML e-
mails are also archived in their original format. 

In addition, e-mails can be forwarded to a groupware system. In doing so, 
attachments can be replaced by links referring to data in enaio®. 

Just like any other document in enaio®, e-mails and attachments imported with 
enaio® mail-archiver can be archived in an audit-proof manner. 

 Automatic start of individually configurable workflow processes through incoming 
or outgoing e-mails. 

E-mail's metadata trigger the corresponding workflow processes. At the same time, 
the e-mails are filed into workflow files. 

Integration Scenarios 

enaio® mail-archiver can fulfill several functions in your working environment and 
cooperates with different groupware solutions. 

SMTP Relay Server 

As an SMTP server, enaio® mail-archiver is directly located between the backend system 
and possibly installed systems like anti-spam and anti-virus appliances. enaio® mail-
archiver processes incoming e-mails first and then forwards them to a backend system.  

The groupware system sends outgoing e-mails via enaio® mail-archiver, so the SMTP 
server is able to process them as well. 
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Schema:  

 

 

POP3 Client 

This configuration enables enaio® mail-archiver to receive the e-mails to be processed 
from one or more POP3 mailboxes. 

Schema:  

 

 

BCC Host 
As a BCC host, enaio® mail-archiver receives all e-mails using BCC. This can be realized 
by configuring either the backend system or directly in single e-mail clients. 

Schema:  

 

Installation 

The installation program for enaio® mail-archiver can be found in the following 
installation directory \disk1\components\OSMAILARCHIVER. Java Runtime 
Environment version 1.5 or greater must be installed on the computer which you want 
to use. 

Start the installation program and specify the directory where you want to install 
OS[MailArchiver]. 
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enaio® mail-archiver is installed as a service and logs on as the local system account. The 
start type is preset to 'automatic'. 

enaio® mail-archiver requires the license key 'MAR'. 

The configuration files config.xml, rules.xml and std-archive.xml are installed 
automatically. 

All actions are logged in the \osmailarchiver\apps\james\logs directory. 

Configuration 

enaio® mail-archiver receives e-mails through the standard port '25.' 

You can adjust the config.xml configuration file located in the \osmailarchiver\conf\ 
directory if enaio® mail-archiver forwards e-mails: 

 Use the <dnsserver> tag to specify a DNS server. 

 Use the <gateway> tag to specify a gateway server. 

Adjust the following files to configure the interaction with enaio®: 

 config.xml 

Enter the connection parameters to enaio® server into this file. 

If users are administered with a directory service, you can assign system user names 
to the e-mail addresses through this configuration file. This assignment provides 
more possibilities for configuring access rights to e-mails in enaio®. 

 rules.xml 

Use this file to specify which e-mails are processed according to which rules. 

E-mails can be forwarded to a workflow process or saved in enaio®. 

If e-mails are to be saved in enaio®, enter the script that specifies the document type, 
the location and the indexing. 

 std-archive.xml 

The std-archive.xml script is an example for a document type assignment in 
enaio®. A cabinet is defined as destination. E-mails are filed into the folder that is 
indexed with the recipient's user name in the Inbox field. Furthermore, e-mails are 
filed into a register structure in which registers are indexed with the year and month 
of receipt. If outgoing e-mails are also sent via enaio® mail-archiver, enaio® archives 
these e-mails in the same folders and registers. 

The script is described below. 

config.xml 
Use the config.xml configuration file located in the \osmailarchiver\conf\ directory 
to specify the connection parameters to enaio® server and optionally a directory service. 

You can edit the file with any editor. It is structured according to the following schema: 

<properties> 

<category name="connection"> 

… 
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</category> 

<category name="osdrtServer0"> 

… 

</category> 

<category name="ldapaddressmapper"> 

… 

</category> 

<category name="monitoring"> 

… 

</category> 

<properties> 

Into the 'connection' category, enter the user name and password of the user account 
which is used to log on to OS[MailArchiver]. The user needs the respective access rights 
for e-mail import into enaio®. If you want to start workflow processes, the specified user 
also has to be allowed to start the respective processes. 

Please note that user name and password are saved in the configuration file without 
being encrypted. Thus, you should limit the user's access rights as much as possible. 
Prevent unauthorized access to this file. 

Into the 'osdrtServer0' category, enter the address and the port of the first enaio® server. 
In case you apply more than one enaio® server, you must create a new category with a 
respective name for each server: the category name for the second server is 
'osdrtServer1'. 

Into the 'ldapaddressmapper' category, enter the connection data to an LDAP directory 
service. Using this connection, e-mail addresses can be replaced with user names. 

The 'connection' Category 

Enter the following data in this category: 

Property Value 

username user name for the connection to enaio® 

password user password 

checksession enaio® session with active (1) or inactive (0) automatic 
reconnect 

SocketTimeout timeout value of the enaio® session in milliseconds 

instname name of the application displayed in enaio® enterprise-
manager 

pool.maxactive maximum number of enaio® sessions which enaio® mail-
archiver is permitted to use 

pool.minidle minimum number of enaio® sessions which are left open 
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pool.maxwaitforsession maximum waiting period for the release of an enaio® session 
from the application's session pool in milliseconds 

The 'osdrtServer0' Category 

Enter the IP address and the port for enaio® server. 

Property Value 

ip_address IP address of enaio® server 

port port of enaio® server 

The 'ldapaddressmapper' Category 

Enter the IP address and the port for the connection to enaio® server. 

Property Value 

ldaphostandport name and port of the LDAP server 

ldapuser user name of an LDAP user who has the right to query 
LDAP user names 

ldapuserpwd LDAP user password  

ldapsearchbase LDAP binding string for queries to the directory service 

ldapuserattribute LDAP attribute for the user name, usually 
'sAMAccountName' 

Example: 

<category name="ldapaddressmapper"> 

<property name="ldaphostandport" value="adm.optimal-systems.de:389"/> 

<property name="ldapuser" value="ldapuser"/> 

<property name="ldapuserpwd" value="ldappassword"/> 

<property name="ldapsearchbase" value="dc=optimal-systems,dc=de"/> 

<property name="ldapuserattribute" value="sAMAccountName"/> 

</category> 

The 'monitoring' Category 

Specify whether e-mails which have not been archived are saved.  

Processed e-mails are not forwarded but will be discarded if enaio® mail-archiver 
operates in the BCC mode. In this case, e-mails which have not been processed 
according to a configured rule will not be archived. 

If the function is activated, the e-mails will be saved in the 
apps\james\var\mail\archive-debug directory. 

Property Value 

saveunarchivedemails E-mails which have not been archived are saved (true) or not 
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saved (false). The default value is 'false'. 

Example: 

<category name="monitoring"> 

<property name="saveunarchivedemails" value="true"/> 

</category> 

rules.xml 
Use the rules.xml configuration file located in the \osmailarchiver\conf\ directory 
to define the rules for e-mail processing. 

A rule consists of two sections and a forwarding statement. 

 the 'matcher' section 

Here you can define the e-mail criteria which have to be fulfilled in order to apply the 
following action to the e-mail. 

 the 'actions' section 

Here, you can define which actions are to be executed. 

 Forwarding statement 

Define here whether you also want to forward a processed e-mail to the next rule. 

You can combine an arbitrary number of rules. An e-mail that does not fulfill the 
criteria of a rule is always forwarded to the next rule. An e-mail that fulfills the criteria of 
a rule is only forwarded to the next rule if specified in the forwarding statement. 

The configuration file is structured as follows: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<osmail-rule-set> 

<rule> 

  <matchers> 

  … 

  </matchers> 

  <actions> 

  … 

  </actions> 

  <forward>false</forward> 

</rule></rule> 

    <rule> 

… 

</rule></rule> 

</osmail-rule-set> 

The 'matcher' Section 
In this section, you specify the criteria which an e-mail has to fulfill so that the following 
actions are applied to the e-mail. It is possible to specify multiple criteria. You can define 
how the criteria are logically combined. 

Configure this section according to the following schema: 
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<matchers mode="AND"> 

<matcher type="type">value</matcher> 

<matcher type="type">value</matcher> 

</matchers> 

If you want to connect criteria with the logical OR, define 'OR' as mode or omit the 
parameter 'mode'. 

The following types and values are available: 

Type Value 

all no value, all e-mails are processed 

exactto E-mail recipients (TO addresses) are searched for the exact 
e-mail address which has been defined as value. 

exactrecp E-mail recipients (TO, CC, BCC addresses) are searched 
for the exact e-mail address which has been defined as 
value. 

exactfrom E-mail senders (FROM addresses) are searched for the 
exact e-mail address which has been defined as value. 

regexfrom E-mail senders (FROM addresses) are searched for the 
exact e-mail address which has been defined as value by a 
regular expression.  

regexfromto E-mail recipients are searched for the exact e-mail address 
which has been defined as value by a regular expression. 

regexbody The e-mail body is searched for the value which has been 
defined by a regular expression.  

regexsubject The e-mail subject is searched for the value which has 
been defined by a regular expression. 

headerhasvalue It is searched for the presence of the specified e-mail 
header. 

headerhasnovalue It is searched for the absence of the specified e-mail 
header. 

exactpoisonpillfromto E-mail recipients and senders (TO, CC, BCC, FROM 
addresses) are searched for the exact e-mail address which 
has been defined as value. If the e-mail is found, the 
condition is not met. 

Examples: 

<matchers mode="AND"> 

<matcher type="exactfrom">server01@optimal-systems.de</matcher> 

<matcher type="regexsubject">Backup</matcher>  

</matchers> 
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The criteria are connected through the logical AND. The e-mail sender must be 
'server01@optimal-systems.de' and the e-mail subject must contain the term 'backup'. 

<matchers> 

<matcher type="headerhasvalue">Sensitivity:Private</matcher> 

</matchers> 

It is checked whether or not the e-mail header 'Sensitivity' has the value 'Private'. 

The 'actions' Section 

Here you can define which actions are executed. It is possible to specify multiple actions. 
Actions are executed according to the configuration order. 

Configure an action according to the following schema: 

<action name="action type"> 

<parameter name="type">value</parameter> 

… 

</action> 

The following action types are available: 

 archiver 

The e-mail is transferred to enaio®. Its location is specified by a script. 

 wfstarter 

A workflow process starts and the e-mail is filed into the workflow folder. 

 addosecmlink 

You define how e-mail attachments are handled. This action requires that the e-mail 
has been transferred through an archiver action. 

 rewritesubject 

You can put prefixes in front of an e-mail subject. This action requires that the e-mail 
has been transferred through an archiver action. 

Actions, such as 'stripattachments' and 'rewritesubject', that modify data can cause 
errors if the received e-mails do not correspond exactly to the RFC 822 format. 

Each action type has individual parameters. 

archiver 

The 'archiver' action provides the following parameters: 

Parameter Value 

script Enter the script that specifies the document type, the location, 
and the indexing. Save this script to the 
\osmailarchiver\conf\ directory. 

mapper Having integrated a directory service, you can replace e-mail 
addresses by user names. Therefore indicate the value 
'activedirectory'. If you do not use a directory service or if you 
do not wish to replace the e-mail addresses, enter the value 
'simple'. Use 'domain', if you only want to transfer the domain 
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name. 

makearchivable Set the value to 'true' to define that e-mails receive the property 
'archivable'. With the value 'false', e-mails are set as 'not 
archivable'. 

localdomains In this parameter, you can use regular expressions or address 
forms to specify domains that are classified as local domains. 
Archiving is done only for these addresses. Please separate more 
than one entry by a comma. 

dodistribute If the value is set to 'false', an e-mail is imported from a local 
domain exactly once, even if there are multiple recipients. If the 
value is set to 'true', reference documents will be created for 
further recipients by evaluating the value which has been 
determined by the mapper with the archiving tag 
os:maprecipient. If no value is indicated, 'false' is the default 
value.  

Example: 

<action name="archiver"> 

<parameter name="script">std-archive.xml</parameter> 

<parameter name="mapper">simple</parameter> 

<parameter name="localdomains">@optimal-systems.de</parameter> 

<parameter name="dodistribute ">true</parameter> 

<parameter name="makearchivable">true</parameter> 

</action> 

wfstarter 

The 'wfstarter' action provides the following parameters: 

Parameter Value 

Wfname name of the workflow process to be started 

cabinet cabinet that e-mails are assigned to  

document e-mail document type that e-mails are assigned to 

map-from field of the document type that sender data are imported into 

map-to field of the document type that recipient data are imported into  

map-cc field of the document type that CC recipient data are imported 
into 

map-date field of the document type the sending date is imported into 

map-subject field of the document type that subject data are imported into 

wf-map-from workflow variable to which sender data are assigned 
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wf-map-to workflow variable to which recipient data are assigned 

wf-map-cc workflow variable to which CC recipient data of the e-mail are 
assigned 

wf-map-date workflow variable to which the sending date of the e-mail is 
assigned 

wf-map-subject workflow variable to which subject data of the e-mail are 
assigned 

wf-map-
objectid 

workflow variable to which the object ID of the e-mail located 
in the workflow file is assigned 

All parameters must be listed. If you do not want to assign any workflow variable to a 
parameter, enter an empty value: <parameter name="wf-map-cc"/> 

addosecmlink 

If an e-mail is imported through the 'archiver' action and forwarded to a groupware 
system, a link to the transferred e-mail can be attached. Out of the Groupware system 
this link allows you to open the e-mail in enaio®. In addition, you can remove the 
attachments to reduce system load of the Groupware system by transferring only small 
e-mails. 

The action 'addosecmlink' provides the following parameters: 

Parameter Value 

linktype Define whether or not enaio® client (desktop), enaio® 
webclient (Web), or both client types can be opened using the 
link. 

osweburl In case the link opens enaio® web-client, enter the URL for the 
enaio® web-client installation here. 

stripattachments This parameter defines whether or not the attachment of an e-
mail is removed before forwarding. Available values are 'true' 
for attachment removal and 'false'. 

alldispositions Define whether or not all files in an e-mail will be treated as an 
attachment or only those files which are indicated as 
attachment. Embedded images of an HTML e-mail, for 
example, will be treated as attachments if the value is set to 
'false'. With the value set to 'true', such images will not be 
treated as attachments. 

Example: 

<action name="addosecmlink"> 
<parameter name="stripattachments">true</parameter> 
<parameter name="linktype">both</parameter> 
<parameter name="osweburl">http://osweb.company.com/osweb/</parameter>  
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<parameter name="alldispositions">false</parameter> 
 </action> 

rewritesubject 

You can put prefixes in front of an e-mail subject. This action requires that the e-mail 
has been transferred through an archiver action. 

Parameter Value 

prefix The prefix to be put in front of an e-mail subject. 

localdomains In this parameter, you can use regular expressions to specify 
domains that are classified as local domains. Please separate 
more than one entry by a comma. 

Example: 

<action name="rewritesubject"> 

<parameter name="prefix">[MailArchiver]</parameter> 

<parameter name="localdomains">@optimal-systems.de</parameter> 

</action> 

Forwarding Statement 

The last element of a rule is the forwarding statement. An e-mail that this rule's action 
has been applied to is only forwarded if defined explicitly:  

<forward>true</forward> 

Having reached the last rule in the rules.xml configuration file, this statement specifies 
whether or not the e-mail is forwarded to another server over SMTP. This can be 
overwritten by the </final-forward> tag after the last rule. 
 
<osmail-rule-set> 
    <rule> 
 ... 
 <forward>false</forward> 
</rule></rule> 
 
    <rule> 
 ... 
 <forward>true</forward> 
    </rule> 
    <final-forward>false</final-forward> 
</osmail-rule-set> 
 

Example of a Complete Rule File 

The following rule file defines that e-mails with the exact recipient 'job@optimal-
systems.de' or with any recipient 'support@optimal-systems.de' are imported. The 'std-
archive.xml' script specifies the filing location for e-mails. E-mails receive the archiving 
property 'archivable'. 

The e-mail addresses are not resolved by a directory service.  
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All e-mails with addresses containing '@optimal-systems.de' are treated like e-mails 
from the local domain. 

The e-mails are not forwarded. 

Example: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>  
<osmail-rule-set>  
<rule>  
<matchers>  
<matcher type="regexfromto">^support@optimal-systems</matcher>  
<matcher type="exactto">job@optimal-systems.de</matcher>  
</matchers>  
<actions>  
<action name="archiver">  
<parameter name="script">std-archive.xml</parameter>  
<parameter name="mapper">simple</parameter>  
<parameter name="localdomains">@optimal-systems.de</parameter>  
<parameter name="makearchivable">true</parameter>  
</action>       
</actions>  
<forward>false</forward>  
</rule>  
</osmail-rule-set> 

Archiver Script 
The action 'archiver' defines that e-mails are transferred to enaio®. E-mails must be 
assigned to a document type and need a filing location in enaio®. 

Define the document type, the indexing, and the filing location with a script. When 
configuring the archiver action, name the script. Save this script to the 
\osmailarchiver\conf\ directory. The std-archive.xml directory provides you with 
an example script. 

If the filing location for an e-mail as indicated in the script does not exist, it will be 
created. 

When running the script, it is not checked whether or not the specified object type 
relations and the rules for the indexing of e-mail documents, as in required fields and 
lists, are respected. Thus, configurations ignoring these specifications may cause 
inconsistencies in the archive. 

Use XML syntax for the script. The following tags are available. 

Use the names of the default language 'German' for names of object types and fields. 
Internal names cannot be used. 

j:jelly  

This is the control tag of the internal scripting engine and must always look like this: 

<j:jelly xmlns:j="jelly:core" 
xmlns:os="jelly:com.os.mailarchiver.action.archivertags.ArchiverTagLibra
ry"> 

All other tags are used within this tag. 
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os:selectcabinet  

This tag indicates the cabinet designated for e-mail filing. The following attribute is 
available for this tag: 

name – name of the cabinet 

os:selectfolder  

This tag must always be applied within a <os:selectcabinet> tag. Further attributes are 
not available for this tag. All other tags are used within this tag. 

os:selectregister  

This tag must always be applied within a <os:selectfolder> tag. It defines the register 
type for filing. The following attribute is available for this tag: 

object – name of the register object type 

os:selectdocument  

This tag must always be applied within a <os:selectfolder> tag or a <os:selectregister> 
tag. It defines a document type for filing. The following attribute is available for this 
tag: 

object – name of the document object type 

os:mapfrom  

This tag allows you to assign the value of the FROM e-mail header to an object type 
field. This tag can be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attribute is available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapfromdomain 

This tag allows you to assign the value of the FROM e-mail header to an object type 
field, however, only the domain part of the address will be assigned. This tag can be 
applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or <os:selectdocument>. 
The following attribute is available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapto  

This tag allows you to assign the value of the TO e-mail header to an object type field. 
This tag can be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attribute is available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapcc  

This tag allows you to assign the value of the CC e-mail header to an object type field. 
This tag can be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attribute is available for this tag: 
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field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapbcc  

This tag allows you to assign the value of the BCC e-mail recipient to an object type 
field. This tag can be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attribute is available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapsubject  

This tag allows you to assign the value of the SUBJECT e-mail header to an object type 
field. This tag can be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attribute is available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapbody  

This tag allows you to assign the value of the e-mail body to an object type field. The 
content of an e-mail in HTML format is converted into text format. This tag can be 
applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or <os:selectdocument>. 
The following attribute is available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapsentdate  

This tag allows you to assign the value of the DATE e-mail header to an object type 
field. This tag can be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attributes are available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

format – pattern for date formatting. The pattern follows the standard Java notation 
(see http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html). If 
nothing is specified, the pattern "dd.MM.yy" applies. 

os: mapretentiondate  

This tag allows you to generate a retention date from the value of the DATE e-mail 
header and assign it to an object type field. This tag can be applied within the tags 
<os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or <os:selectdocument>. The following 
attributes are available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

format – pattern for date formatting. The pattern follows the standard Java notation 
(see http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html). If 
nothing is specified, the pattern "dd.MM.yy" applies. 

duration – duration of a retention period, here you can enter full numbers which 
represent either hours (h), days (d), months (m) or years (y), e.g. 6m for 6 months. 
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os:maprecipient  

Use this tag to transfer the user name which has been determined by the integrated 
directory service to an object type field. This tag can be applied within the tags 
<os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or <os:selectdocument>. The following attribute 
is available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

os:mapvalue  

This tag allows you to assign any value to an object type field. This tag can be applied 
within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or <os:selectdocument>. The 
following attributes are available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

value – any arbitrary value 

os:mapvaluefrombodymatch  
This tag allows you to assign a value determined by a regular expression from the e-
mail body to an object type field. This tag can be applied within the tags 
<os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or <os:selectdocument>. The following 
attributes are available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

value – the regular expression. The first hit of the first group in parentheses is 
transferred. E.g. AA(.*?)BB 

os:mapvaluefromsubjectmatch  
This tag allows you to assign a value determined by a regular expression from the 
subject of the e-mail to an object type field. This tag can be applied within the tags 
<os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or <os:selectdocument>. The following 
attributes are available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

value – the regular expression. The first hit of the first group in parentheses is 
transferred. E.g. AA(.*?)BB 

os: mapheader  

This tag allows you to assign any value from an e-mail header to an object type field. 
This tag can be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attributes are available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

header - name of the e-mail header 

os: mapvaluefromheadermatch  

This tag allows you to assign any value from an e-mail header to an object type field, if 
a specified regular expression can be applied to a specified e-mail header. This tag can 
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be applied within the tags <os:selectfolder>, <os:selectregister> or 
<os:selectdocument>. The following attributes are available for this tag: 

field – name of the assigned field of the object type 

header - name of the e-mail header 

value – any arbitrary value 

content - any arbitrary value which will be assigned if the regular expression can be 
applied. 

defaultvalue - an optional standard value which will be assigned if the regular 
expression cannot be applied. 

os:checkincoming  

Whether or not an e-mail is identified as incoming e-mail is decided with this tag 
according to the information from the 'localdomains' configuration in the action 
'archive'. Further attributes are not available for this tag. 

os:checkoutgoing  

Whether or not an e-mail is identified as outgoing e-mail is decided with this tag 
according to the information from the 'localdomains' configuration in the action 
'archive'. Further attributes are not available for this tag. 

Example of a Script File 
With the following script, you can assign e-mails to the 'E-mail Archive' cabinet. All e-
mails are filed into the folder that is indexed in the 'Inbox' field with the recipient's user 
name, which has been determined by a directory service. If this folder does not yet exist, 
it will be created.  

Logic expressions for access rights to the folder type specify that only users indexed with 
their user names in the 'Inbox' field can access the folder. 

Within this folder, a register of the type 'E-mail archive' is determined that is indexed 
with the year in the 'Archive' field. Within this register, a register of the type 'E-mail 
archive' is again determined that is indexed with the month in the 'Archive' field. Within 
this register, a register is determined which is indexed in the 'Archive' field with 'Inbox' 
for incoming e-mails or with 'Sent Items' for outgoing e-mails. 

Schema:  

 

 

E-mails are assigned to the document type 'E-mail'. Basic e-mail data are assigned to the 
according index fields of the document type. 

<j:jellyxmlns:j="jelly:core"xmlns:os="jelly:com.os.mailarchiver.action.a
rchivertags.ArchiverTagLibrary"> 

<os:selectcabinet name="E-mail archive"> 

<os:selectfolder> 

<os:maprecipient field="Inbox"/> 
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<os:selectregister object="E-mail archive"> 

<os:mapsentdate field="Archive" format="yyyy"/> 

<os:selectregister object="E-mail archive"> 

<os:mapsentdate field="Archive" format="MMMM"/> 

<os:selectregister object="E-mail archive"> 

<os:checkincoming> 

<os:mapvalue field="Archive" value="Inbox"/> 

</os:checkincoming> 

<os:checkoutgoing> 

<os:mapvalue field="Archive" value="Sent e-mails"/> 

</os:checkoutgoing> 

<os:selectdocument object="E-mail"> 

<os:mapfrom field="From:"/> 

<os:mapto field="To:"/> 

<os:mapcc field="Cc:"/> 

<os:mapsubject field="Subject:"/> 

<os:mapsentdate field="Date:"/> 

</os:selectdocument> 

</os:selectregister> 

</os:selectregister> 

</os:selectregister> 

      </os:selectfolder> 

   </os:selectcabinet> 

</j:jelly> 
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enaio® client 

Inbox in enaio® client 

If a MAPI system is available at a client workstation, the e-mail inbox of the logged-in 
user can be integrated with enaio® client. 

The MAPI inbox is accessed through the workplace independently of the user who logs 
in to enaio® client.  
To enable the integration with Microsoft Outlook, you must activate the 'Use Exchange 
cache mode' option when setting up an e-mail account. 

In the More section of the settings dialog of enaio® client, the user can activate the 
option Initialize MAPI at program start. The MAPI inbox will then be displayed in the 
workspace. 

If there is an integrated IMAP server, enaio® client can connect to it. To enable a 
connection, the user must enter a user name and a password. User-specific login data 
can be saved. The password is encrypted before storage. 

The IMAP server and the configuration data are specified in enaio® enterprise-manager.  

 

In the area Server properties > Category: General you will find the entries E-mail integration 
and IMAP e-mail server. Double-click these entries to open the dialogs for selecting the 
type of e-mail integration and for entering the IMAP server data. The default Port is 143.  
Furthermore, you can decide whether to display the text area or the HTML area of an e-
mail message. HTML areas are not supported by all applications. 

By default, e-mails are integrated with MAPI. 

You can allow individual users to choose the IMAP server and the port they want to 
connect to. To do so, set the value of the entry Configure the IMAP e-mail server to Yes.  

Detailed information about settings configured in enaio® enterprise-manager can be 
found in the Administration handbook. 
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The integration of an IMAP server may require additional configuration of the display 
of folders with sent objects. The columns in e-mail listings will be labeled correctly if a 
folder with one of the following names is used for storing sent e-mails: 

 Gesendete Objekte, Gesendet, Sent, Sent Objects, Sent Items 

If there are folders in which sent objects are stored with names that differ from those 
aforementioned, you must indicate these folder names in the as.cfg configuration file 
located in the \etc directory of the data directory: 

[IMAP] 

Sentfolder=name1;name2 

Multiple names are separated by semicolon. 

The trash can may likewise have a name which differs from the standard name 'trash 
can'. If so, indicate this name in the [IMAP] section: 

Trashfolder=name 

The site 'welcome.htm' from the directory …\clients\client32 will be shown in the 
contents area every time a user opens an empty e-mail folder. This site can be 
customized. 

E-mail folder names containing slashes cannot be displayed. 

An image is displayed in the preview area of empty IMAP inboxes. You can edit this 
image: \clients\client32\imap.mht. 

E-Mail File Formats 

According to the import source, e-mail messages are archived in different formats: 

 when imported from an integrated IMAP system, e-mails are saved in IMA format, 

 when imported from Microsoft Outlook, e-mails are saved in MSG format. 

 when imported from an integrated MAPI system, the format can be specified with 
the following entry to the as.cfg file in the directory \etc of the data directory: 

[MAIL] 

MAPIMAIL_AS_MSG=Value 

If the value is '0', the EML format is used; if it is '1', the MSG format is used. The 
default format is EML. 

Printing E-Mails 

Use the style sheet clients\client32\Print3.xslt to configure the printout of e-
mails.  

Data output has the following structure: 

 <E-Mail> 

 <Common> 

  <User></User> 

  <OSID></OSID> 

  <OSTYPE></OSTYPE> 

  <Creator></Creator> 
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  <Created></Created> 

  <Modifier></Modifier> 

  <Modified></Modified> 

  <Owner></Owner> 

 </Common> 

 <Data> 

  <From></From> 

  <Subject></Subject> 

  <Date></Date> 

  <Cc></Cc> 

  <To></To> 

 <Data> 

 <E-Mail> 

E-Mails and Module-Spanning Document Types 

The e-mail module allows you to integrate e-mails, but they can also be managed with a 
module-spanning document type. However, module-spanning document types do not 
permit to assign header information automatically to index fields (see below). 

Enter the following into the as.cfg file which is located in the \etc directory of the 
data directory in order to prohibit within the system that e-mails are assigned to a 
module-spanning document type: 

[SYSTEM] 

EOBJECTMENUMODE=1 

Set the value to '0' to allow the assignment. 

E-Mail Import 

E-mail messages can be dragged onto an enaio® folder from the inbox of an external e-
mail application. If multiple e-mail document types are set up, the user can choose a 
type. 

In the as.cfg file which is located in the \etc data directory, it is set whether users can 
move none, one or multiple e-mails to enaio® client: 

[Mail] 

DRAGDROPMODE=1 

The value '0' disables the transfer of e-mails by drag & drop. The value '1' allows to 
transfer one e-mail by drag & drop. The value '2' allows to transfer multiple e-mails at a 
time. By default, it is allowed to transfer one e-mail by drag & drop. 

If e-mails are transferred to enaio® client in MSG format using drag & drop, MS 
Outlook must be installed. 

Provided that the internal names of the e-mail document types are as required, e-mail 
data are used for indexing. An e-mail document type created in enaio® editor 
automatically includes the following fields: 
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Internal name Label 

MAIL_FROM From: 

MAIL_TO To: 

MAIL_CC Cc: 

MAIL_BCC Bcc: 

MAIL_SUBJECT Subject: 

MAIL_SUBMIT_TIME Date: 

MAIL_BODY Message: 

If you leave the internal names unchanged, you can change the description as you like. If 
you change the internal names, the e-mail data will only be passed to the respective 
fields when creating an assignment section. 

When transferring e-mails, e-mail data will be passed to the respective fields. The 
indexing dialog will open. 

If the internal names do not meet the specifications, either users will have to index the e-
mails upon import or you have to enter an assignment section into the file as.cfg. 

An assignment section which will open the indexing dialog is also required if you want 
the user to check or complete the automatically passed index data. 

The as.cfg file is found in the directory \etc of the data directory. You can edit the file 
with any editor. 

For each e-mail document type, you can create an individual section with the name 
Emaildrop@ObjectType. Use either enaio® editor or the Object information offered in 
enaio® client to determine the object type. 

A section has the following structure: 

[EMAILDROP@393219] 

FROM=MAIL_FROM 

TO=MAIL_TO 

CC=MAIL_CC 

BCC=MAIL_BCC 

DATE=MAIL_SUBMIT_TIME 

SUBJECT=MAIL_SUBJECT 

BODY=MAIL_BODY 

ShowNoDialog=1 

Assign the internal names of the respective fields of the e-mail document type to the e-
mail header information on the left. Only header information assigned here is 
automatically passed to the index fields. 

In monolingual systems, both the internal names of the e-mail document type's fields 
and the field labels can be assigned. 

To not open the indexing dialog, set the parameter ShowNoDialog in the last line to '1'. 
The value '0' will open the indexing dialog, so users can check or complete automatic 
indexing. 
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If you have created a section for an e-mail document type, the assignment will always 
be performed according to the details specified there. 

For module-spanning document types, you can add an Emaildrop@Objekttyp section 
to manage e-mails, too. 

Replying and Forwarding 

When replying and forwarding an e-mail, the e-mail window will contain header 
information and the message body when opened. 

The following format will be used: 

Blank line 

Blank line 

-----Original message-----  
From: 'sender'  
Sent: 'time stamp'  
To: 'recipient'  
Cc: 'carbon copy recipient' 
Subject: 'subject'  

'message body' 

With an entry into the as.cfg file located in the \etc directory, you can change data 
and formatting. 

Add a section called [Mail] to the file. In this section, enter a line with the following 
structure: 

AnswerText="header information and formatting" 

The following placeholders can be used: 

%n  Line break 

%%  Percent sign 

%1  Sender of the message 

%2  Time stamp of the message 

%3  Recipient of the message 

%4  Subject 

%5  Message body 

%6  Carbon copy recipient (CC) 

 

Example: 

[MAIL] 

AnswerText=%n%n>>> Original message >>>%nFrom: %1%nSent: %2%nTo: %3%nCc: 
%6%nSubject: %4%n%n%5 
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Creating New E-Mails with Microsoft Outlook 

When using Microsoft Outlook together with Microsoft Exchange, users can create a 
new e-mail with Microsoft Outlook from an opened folder in enaio® client. This e-mail 
is indexed and transferred to the folder automatically after sending. In Microsoft 
Outlook, the category 'enaio® archived' is assigned to the e-mail. 

Different entries in the as.cfg file are required. 

The as.cfg file is found in the directory \etc of the data directory. 

[SYSTEM] 

OUTLOOKMAIL=1 

NEWOUTLOOKMAIL=1 

NEWOUTLOOKMAILINTERVAL=5 

'Outlookmail' defines whether Outlook (1) or a SimpleMailClient (0) is used for sending 
e-mails. With 'Newoutlookmail', the automatic transfer to the folder is activated 
(1=default) or deactivated (0). With 'Newoutlookmailinterval', an interval in seconds 
can be defined which is used for requesting new e-mails to be transferred from the 'Sent 
Objects' folder in Microsoft Outlook to the enaio® client folder. An interval of 5 seconds 
is preset by default. 

Whenever e-mails are removed from the 'Sent Objects' folder using filters or other 
mechanisms, this feature has no effect. 

Aside from this, users must activate the option 'Send e-mail via Outlook' in the dialog 
'Settings > more'. 
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enaio®  
document-storage 

About enaio® Document Storage 

enaio® document-storage provides features for archiving e-mails, notes, tasks etc. 
directly out of MS Outlook, Novell GroupWise and Lotus Notes, i.e. to file and manage 
them as documents in enaio®. 

Depending on the e-mail client used and its version, the functions are integrated using 
the enaio toolbar or e-mail archiving ribbon. A clearly arranged user interface is 
available for configuration purposes. 

Furthermore, enaio® document-storage allows you to flag e-mails automatically in 
various ways, restore archived e-mails, include or exclude attachments from archiving, 
and much more. 

Archiving with enaio® document-storage is also possible without having enaio® client 
open. 

Just like any other document in enaio®, documents filed with enaio® document-storage 
can be archived in an audit-proof manner. 
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Feature Overview 

Feature Microsoft 
Outlook 
(2007 or 
higher) 

Novell 
GroupW
ise 
(v7.01 
or 
higher) 

IBM 
Lotus 
Notes 
(v6.5.6 
or 
higher) 

Allow separate filing of attachments    

Allow filing e-mails without attachments    

Move to archiving folder    

Archive and delete object    

Remove attachments    

Insert OS link file    

Insert archiving ID in body    

Archive, send and determine Outlook location    

Auto file at identified location    

File object in MSG format    

Save signed e-mails in MSG format    

Copy e-mail properties    

Update object    

Use enaio client for archiving    

Transfer individually    

Address resolution using LDAP    

Use cooperation mode    

Create references    

Link attachments using notes    

Deduplication    

Note that if e-mails in RTF format are archived with enaio® document-storage from 
within MS Outlook, objects embedded in e-mails will not be archived. To avoid data 
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loss when archiving e-mails in RTF format, the original e-mail will be attached to the 
archived e-mail as MSG file. 

Note that if e-mails in RTF format are archived with enaio® document-storage from 
within GroupWise or Lotus Notes, objects embedded in e-mails will not be archived.  

Suggestion Interface 

When archiving an e-mail, enaio® Document Storage checks if the class 
'Suggestion.Application' is available through a library on the system and transfers the 
current e-mail parameters to the library. As return value, enaio® Document Storage 
needs location data which are also offered to users for e-mail filing. 

Interfaces 

Function GetTargetsFromSearch(ByVal sMailFrom As String, ByVal sMailTo 
As String, ByVal sMailCC As String, ByVal sMailSubject As String, ByVal 
sMailSubmitTime As String, ByVal sMailBody As String) As String 

enaio® Document Storage gets back the following value, for example: 

1289,0;1405,6488094;1757,6488111 (OSID, OSTYPE) 

 

Function Error() As String 

Must be deleted before each search. 

Logged by enaio® Document Storage. 

 

Public Property Get Path() As String 

Logged by enaio® Document Storage. 

 

Public Property Get Productname() As String 

Logged by enaio® Document Storage. 

 

Public Property Get Version() As String 

Logged by enaio® Document Storage. 

Installation 

General 
enaio® Document Storage comprises one component for configuration administration 
and for each user add-in for MS Outlook, Novell GroupWise, and Lotus Notes. The 
configuration administration, axvbdocstorage.exe, is installed through the setup. The 
setup also integrates the user add-ins in MS Outlook and Novell GroupWise. Only in 
Lotus Notes does the add-in also have to be integrated. 
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Depending on the e-mail client used and its version, the user add-ins integrate a toolbar 
or a ribbon in the e-mail client. 

The following overview shows the user add-ins for the different e-mail clients and the 
directory in which they are installed by enaio® setup: 

E-mail client User add-in Directory 

MS Outlook adxloader.dll …\clients\client32\oxcsmailoutl 

Novell GroupWise oxvbmailgroup.exe …\clients\client32 

Lotus Notes  LotusNotesScripte.txt …\clients\client32 

 

enaio® Document Storage can be installed alongside other enaio® components or added 
at a later date. 

Information about installing enaio® Document Storage by MSI package can be found in 
the installation handbook. 

Requirements 
The following requirements have to be fulfilled for the installation and operation: 

 One of the following e-mail clients must be installed: 

MS Outlook from version 2007, or 

Novell GroupWise from version 7.0.1, or 

Lotus Notes from version 6.5.6 

 If enaio® client is installed under Windows Vista, the respective administrative rights 
are required to integrate and register all components. 

 enaio® client must be installed. 

 The 'MAI' license is required to run the program. 

 Operation with MS Outlook requires .NET Framework 4.0 which will be installed 
automatically by the enaio® setup if it is not already installed on the computer. 

 If you want to file e-mails with enaio® Document Storage, MS Outlook and Lotus 
Notes cannot be integrated by IMAP with the Exchange server. During filing, an 
archiving ID is assigned to e-mails if this option has been activated (see 'Settings for 
Outlook' and 'Settings for Lotus Notes'). However, IMAP mailboxes do not allow 
such e-mail modification, i.e. e-mails are filed twice: the original e-mail and as e-mail 
with ID. 

Executing Installations 
Install the program as follows: 

1. Execute the enaio® setup and, depending on the type of installation, follow the 
installation instructions. 

2. In the Select components dialog, choose the 'E-mail search' component and 
click Next. 
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3. Subject to the selected components required installation steps will be performed. 
Follow the installation instructions and click Finish to complete the installation. 

This completes the installation. 

In MS Outlook and Novell GroupWise the user add-in was integrated by the 
setup and is available as a toolbar after the e-mail client is restarted. 

The add-in has to be manually integrated in Lotus Notes (see 'Integrating the 
Add-In in Lotus Notes'). 

Integrating the Add-In in Lotus Notes 
The integration of the user add-in for Lotus Notes requires the configuration of both the 
client computer and the Lotus Notes server. 

Configuring the Lotus Notes Server 

To set up e-mail transfer, you must enter the executing agents in the main template 
using Lotus Notes Designer. The agents can be found in the LotusNotesScripte.txt 
file. During enaio® client installation, the file is copied to the …\clients\client32 
directory. The templates of Lotus Notes users then must be synchronized with the main 
template. 

To find out how to create agents manually in Lotus Notes Designer, consult the Lotus 
Notes manual or ask your Lotus Notes administrator. 

Furthermore, the PostOpen code contained in the file LotusNotesScripte.txt must be 
inserted into the PostOpen script and QueryClose script of the Lotus Notes server. 

Uninstalling is executed by deleting the created agents in Lotus Notes Designer and 
removing the PostOpen code from the PostOpen script. 

Updates 

After an enaio® update, you are required to update all agents manually. Respective data 
is found in the updated LotusNotesScripte.txt file. Also, the PostOpen and 
QueryClose scripts must be replaced by the current version. 

Installation using MSI 

Before installation using MSI, you must enter the LDAP server data in the configuration 
file os-Dxl2Ima.dll.config. The configuration file can be found in the 
…\clients\client32 directory. Enter the name or the IP address and the port of the 
LDAP server as values of the ldapServer parameter. 

After an installation via MSI, the axvbdocstorage.exe file from the 
…\clients\client32 directory must be registered. 

Configuring Client Computers 

During the installation of enaio® client, all required components are installed so that the 
user add-in is available as a toolbar the next time Lotus Notes is started. 

During the first launch of Lotus Notes after the installation of enaio® Document 
Storage, a warning message will be displayed. Therein, you can select the option Execute 
action and trust signer of this action to turn off further warnings. 
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Notes on MS Outlook 
Exchange cache mode may not be used for the mailboxes. If necessary, deactivate this 
mode in the Microsoft Exchange settings for accounts. 

If you need to use the Exchange cache mode for offline operations, using the Archive and 

send feature can result in archiving a cached version of an e-mail instead of the current 
local version. When the cache mode is activated, it is recommended that users send e-
mails and then archive them from the Sent Objects folder. 

You must start Outlook for the Archive and send feature to be available in Office 
applications. 

Notes on Novell GroupWise 
If you perform an installation using MSI with the user account control setting Standard, 
you must carry out the following steps afterwards: 

 Change the paths in the batch file Register_Client.bat and execute the file. The 
file is located in the installation directory. 

 Create the following key in the registry: 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\optimal systems\axvbdocstorage\Mapi Profil. 

 Enter Novell Group Wise as value. 

If the never notify setting has been selected at installation and then was set back to 
Standard, problems occur while using enaio® document-storage. You must either reset 
the setting to never notify or uninstall and reinstall the software as described above. 

Updates 
For MS Outlook and Lotus Notes, e-mail addresses can be resolved while filing using 
LDAP. If this option is activated, you must enter the data of the LDAP server when 
updating using the enaio® setup. 

When updating using the MSI setup, you must enter the LDAP server data in the 
configuration file os-Dxl2Ima.dll.config. The configuration file can be found in the 
…\clients\client32 directory. Enter the name or the IP address and the port of the 
LDAP server as values of the ldapServer parameter. 

Deactivating the User Add-In 
Deactivate the user add-in to hide the toolbar or the ribbon with the filing options in the 
e-mail client. 

MS Outlook 

Deactivate the user add-in in MS Outlook as follows: 

1. Select the enaio® E-Mail Storage entry in the COM add-ins list. 

2. Deactivate the add-in and click OK. 

The toolbar or the ribbon is hidden in MS Outlook. 
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Novell GroupWise 

Deactivate the user add-in for Novell GroupWise as follows: 

1. Open the file oxvbmailgroup.exe located in the directory 
…\clients\client32 using the parameter -deinstall. 

The toolbar is hidden in Novell GroupWise. 

Lotus Notes  
Deactivate the user add-in in Lotus Notes as follows: 

1. Open the menu File > Preferences > Toolbar Preferences. 

2. Select the enaio® toolbar and click Delete. 

The toolbar in Lotus Notes is hidden. 

Configuration Management 

Use the configuration management to edit the settings which affect archiving of 
Outlook, GroupWise and Lotus Notes objects with enaio® document-storage and the 
start of workflow processes in enaio®. 

The system role 'Editor: Start' is required for configuration. 

Start the configuration management by clicking Configuration from the context menu of 
the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

 

The configuration is saved on the enaio® server in the ..\server\etc directory as an XML 
file (axvbdocstorage.xml).  
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For the changes to take effect, exit and restart all e-mail applications and enaio® 
document-storage applications at the client workstations. 

Settings for Outlook 
On this tab you can edit the settings for the archiving procedure using Outlook. You will 
assign Outlook objects (Message classes) to corresponding document types of the used 
object definition. Message classes are objects of the e-mail application, e.g. e-mail, task, 
calendar entry etc. 

 

The object definition used by the enaio® system is depicted in the Loaded object definition 
area. Select the document type and assign it to the message class you want to archive 
from the object definition.  

Assign elements of the object you want to archive to corresponding fields of a document 
type in the Assigned object types area.  

You can manually match the property names of the message classes and the index fields 
within the enaio® system or automatically by checking the Configure automatically check 
box.  

The configuration program determines all document types within the existing object 
definition which match the message class destined for archiving and automatically 
matches them in the Assigned object types area.  

Example: 

Document type field  Message class element 

From:   SenderName 

To:   To 

Cc:   CC 
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Regardless of their message classes, objects can be assigned to a document in enaio®. 
Note that only the index data is transferred.  

Message classes in Outlook: 

Message class Description 

IPM.Note E-mail 

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Canceled Canceled meeting 

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Request Meeting request 

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Update Meeting 

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Resp Reply meeting 

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Resp.Neg Reply meeting (declined) 

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Resp.Pos Reply meeting (accepted) 

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Resp.Tent Reply meeting (accept as tentative) 

IPM.Task Task 

IPM.TaskRequest Task request 

IPM.TaskRequest.Update Task request updated 

IPM.TaskRequest.Accept Task request accepted 

IPM.TaskRequest.Decline Task request declined 

IPM.Contact Contact 

IPM.Appointment Appointment 

IPM.StickyNote Note 

IPM.Post Public message 

IPM.DistList Distribution list 

IPM.Post.Rss RSS feed 

IPM.Activity Journal entry 

IPM.Recall.Report Recall 
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Message class Description 

IPM.Recall.Report.Success Successful recall 

IPM.Recall.Report.Failure Failed recall 

REPORT.IPM.Note.NDR Message undeliverable 

REPORT.IPM.Note.DR Message sent 

REPORT.IPM.Note.IPNRN Message read 

IPM.Note.Rules.OofTemplate.Microsoft Out of Office AutoReply 

Note that archived recurring appointments cannot be flagged in Outlook (see 'Options 
in Outlook'). 

The following Outlook-specific options can be configured for the archiving of Outlook 
objects on the Settings for MS Outlook tab: 

Allow separate filing of attachments 

During the archiving procedure you can choose if you want to file the attachment 
together with the e-mail in one OS document or as a separate document. You cannot file 
the attachment with a different indexing.  

Allow filing e-mails without attachments 

During the archiving procedure you can choose if you want to file the attachment.  

Index attachments 

Independent of the selected filing mode, attachments of the e-mails to be archived will 
be indexed with these data: modification date and time, file name, file extension, and file 
size.  

The information contained in e-mails is applied to the index fields which have to be 
configured as below: 

Index field 

(internal name) 

Property Default value 

Creation date 

(ATTACHMENT_CREATION_DATE) 

String 1980-01-01 

Creation date/time 

(ATTACHMENT_CREATION_DATETIME) 

Timestamp 1980-01-01 
00:00:00 

Creation time 

(ATTACHMENT_CREATION_TIME) 

String 00:00:00 
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Modification date 

(ATTACHMENT_LAST_MODIFICATION_D
ATE) 

String 1980-01-01 

Modification date/time 

(ATTACHMENT_LAST_MODIFICATION_D
ATETIME) 

Timestamp 1980-01-01 
00:00:00 

Modification time 

(ATTACHMENT_LAST_MODIFICATION_D
ATETIME) 

String 00:00:00 

File name 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_NAME) 

String - 

File extension 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_EXTENSION) 

String - 

File size 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_SIZE) 

Long - 

If you change user data in these configured fields, these changes are reset again when 
you save. 

Move to archiving folder 

After archiving, the object is moved to the archiving folder within the e-mail application 
which is predefined in More settings. This option is used to avoid duplicate archiving by 
mistake.  

This option is only available for e-mails.  

Archive and delete object 

After archiving, the object is deleted in the e-mail application. 

If this option is activated, objects which are archived using the Archive and send option 
will not be deleted. 

Remove attachments 

The attachment of an e-mail to be archived is removed after archiving. In case of 
appropriate configuration, it is possible to replace attachments with an OS link file.  

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Insert OS link file 

An OS link file is added to the archived e-mail in the e-mail application. With such OS 
link file users can open the archived object with enaio® contentviewer or directly in 
enaio® client.  
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If you have selected the option Allow separate filing of attachments, OS link files are 
created for both the archived e-mail and each attachment and inserted into the e-mail in 
the e-mail application.  

If you also have chosen to Remove attachments, OS link files are created for both the 
archived e-mail and each attachment and inserted into the e-mail in the e-mail 
application. The attachments are then removed from the e-mail within the e-mail 
application.  

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Insert archiving ID in body 

A unique archiving ID is generated by the server for the archived object and inserted 
into the text body of the e-mail. 

When using the Archive and send feature to file e-mails, the archiving ID is inserted only 
in HTML or text e-mails. For rich text e-mails, the Insert archiving ID in body option will 
be ignored. 

Provided that the e-mail account is not an IMAP account, this constraint does not apply 
if e-mails are filed using the Archive feature. 

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Archive, send and determine Outlook location 

Outlook saves sent e-mails into a configurable filing location. Actions, such as removing 
attachments or adding OS link files, require this filing location to be determined. Only if 
the option is selected, these actions will also apply for sent e-mails. 

If sent e-mails are deleted (based on rules), it is no longer possible to determine the 
Outlook filing location. 

Auto file at identified location 

enaio® document-storage can determine a possible filing location according to the 
archiving ID in an e-mail and offer it to the user for filing. This makes it possible to file 
the entire conversion regarding a particular topic in one folder.  

This option is recommended for single and unambiguous filing locations.  

File object in MSG format 

The object is always saved in MSG format.  

Save signed e-mails in MSG format 

If signed e-mails are converted into IMA format, the signature will become invalid. To 
check whether e-mail attachments contain a signature, activate this option. In case a 
signature is attached, even if the e-mail itself is not signed, the corresponding e-mail will 
be filed in MSG format.  

Copy e-mail properties 

If e-mails are changed through external applications or add-ons, it is possible to restore 
these e-mails with general data but some data may not be available. If you select this 
option, additional data are saved in order to restore modified e-mails completely. 
However, the copying process of these e-mail properties is time-consuming. 
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Update object 

An archived object is updated at the next archiving run if the current object, e.g. a 
calendar entry, has changed.  

If this option is deactivated the object will be filed as a separate OS document.  

Use enaio client for archiving 

Activate this option if archived e-mails are meant to be indexed. When archiving, the 
index data form is opened in enaio® client. The index fields that have been assigned 
during configuration, are filled out automatically with standard e-mail information 
(subject, date, sender, and recipient). 

If you change user data in assigned fields, these changes are reset when you save. 

Users can type further information into other index fields. If multiple e-mails are to be 
archived, the index data are filled in for all e-mails. 

If the index data form is linked to an event and multiple objects are to be archived, the 
event is executed only for the first object. In this case, select the option Transfer 
individually. Events cannot access location information. 

This option is disabled once you have activated the Transfer individually option. 

Transfer individually 

Activate this option if you want to archive e-mails and have the index data form for each 
e-mail be opened for editing. Unlike using the filing mode Use enaio® client for archiving, 
index fields are not filled out automatically with standard e-mail information (subject, 
date, sender, and recipient). 

Events cannot access location information. 

Address resolution using LDAP 

Activate this option to have the e-mail address be resolved via LDAP for each archiving 
process. 

You must enter the IP address and the port of the LDAP server in the configuration file 
os-Dxl2Ima.dll.config, if you haven't done so already during installation of enaio®. The 
configuration file can be found in the …\clients\client32 directory. Enter the name 
or the IP address and the port of the LDAP server as values of the ldapServer 
parameter. 

Without address resolution, enaio® document-storage resolves the e-mail address in a 
conventional way. If this method is not successful, the display name will be used. If no 
display name exists, the determined technical information will be saved. 

Connect attachments using notes 

If e-mails and attachments are imported separately using enaio® document-storage, the 
separated objects can be linked in the notes area. 

Furthermore, with this option, a text note is added to the e-mail, containing the enaio® 
file names of attached documents. 

Deduplication 
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If you activate this option, when you file e-mail attachments the system checks in a 
folder or a register whether identical attachments were already filed. Instead of filing 
identical attachments twice, a reference copy is then created. 

If cooperation mode is activated, the check for duplicates does not take place. 

Cooperation mode 

The cooperation mode enables you to archive e-mails in Microsoft Outlook with enaio® 
exchange. By using this component, reference documents are created at the selected 
filing location. 

The following modes are available for the cooperation with enaio® exchange: 

 enaio® exchange 

E-mails will be archived with enaio® exchange. The enaio® exchange Web service 
URL is required for this mode. It must be registered at enaio® server so that enaio® 
document-storage can connect to the Web service of enaio® exchange. If the URL is 
registered, enaio® document-storage reads it out automatically. 

You can use the Check registry button to verify whether the enaio® exchange Web 
service is registered at enaio® server, and the Check Web service button to control 
the availability of the enaio® exchange Web service. 

 Deactivated 

E-mails are always archived with enaio® document-storage. 

By default, the cooperation mode is set to Deactivated, i.e. e-mails will always be 
archived with enaio® document-storage. 

When archiving e-mails with enaio® exchange, filing options are not available and in the 
advanced filing mode; multiple selected e-mails can only be filed at the same location. 

If enaio® exchange is used and users archive e-mails with the Archive and Archive and 
send options, the filing dialog will be opened in which the filing location can be selected. 
For e-mails archived with enaio® exchange, the ribbon features Restore and show and 
Open location are also available in MS Outlook. 

Actions created in enaio® exchange, such as the separation of attachments, are applied 
to e-mails. For indexation of the archived e-mails the field assignments in enaio® 
exchange are used. 

With enaio® exchange, only e-mails can be archived, and objects of a different message 
class will be archived automatically using enaio® document-storage. 

Server options 
Set status to 'archivable' 

The archived object is set to 'archivable' and will be archived in an audit-proof way at 
the next scheduled archiving run by the automatic action set up in the enaio® system.  

Check catalog 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system, it is checked if 
the data to be transferred into catalog fields match entries of existing catalogs in enaio®.  

If this feature is active and the text does not match with the entries in the existing 
catalog, the object will not be archived.  
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A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Check key fields 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all key fields were filled in with unique values.  

If this feature is active and not all key fields are filled in with unique values, the object 
will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Check required fields 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all required fields were filled in.  

If this feature is active and not all required fields are filled in, the object will not be 
archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Initialize default field values 

If there are no object data which could be used for the indexing, fields are filled with 
default values. Such default values can be set or modified for each field in enaio® editor.  

Check string length 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if it 
matches the maximum text field length.  

If this option is active and the maximum text length of an index field is exceeded, the 
object will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Click Save to save the current configuration and to leave configuration management or 
click Cancel to leave the configuration view. 

Settings for GroupWise 
On this tab you can edit the settings for the archiving procedure using GroupWise. You 
assign GroupWise objects (Message classes) to corresponding document types of the 
used object definition. Message classes are objects of the e-mail application, e.g. e-mail, 
task, calendar entry etc. 
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The object definition used by the enaio® system is depicted in the Loaded object definition 
area. Select the document type and assign it to the message class you want to archive 
from the object definition.  

Assign elements of the object you want to archive to corresponding fields of a document 
type in the Assigned object types area.  

You can manually match the property names of the message classes and the index fields 
within the enaio® system or automatically by checking the Configure automatically check 
box.  

The configuration program determines all document types within the existing object 
definition which match the message class destined for archiving and automatically 
matches them in the Assigned object types area.  

Example: 

Document type field Message class element 

From:   Sender 

To:   TO 

Cc:   CC 

 

Regardless of their message classes, objects can be assigned to a document in enaio®. 
Note that only the index data is transferred. 

The following GroupWise-specific settings can be configured for the archiving of 
GroupWise objects on the Settings for GroupWise tab: 

Allow separate filing of attachments 
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During the archiving procedure you can choose if you want to file the attachment 
together with the e-mail in one OS document or as a separate document. You cannot file 
the attachment with a different indexing.  

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Allow filing e-mails without attachments 

During the archiving procedure you can choose if you want to file the attachment.  

Index attachments 

Independent of the selected filing mode, attachments of the e-mails to be archived will 
be indexed with these data: modification date and time, file name, file extension, and file 
size.  

The information contained in e-mails is applied to the index fields which have to be 
configured as below: 

Index field 

(internal name) 

Property Default value 

Modification date 

(ATTACHMENT_LAST_MODIFICATION
_DATE) 

String 1980-01-01 

Modification date/time 

(ATTACHMENT_LAST_MODIFICATION
_DATETIME) 

Timestamp 1980-01-01 
00:00:00 

Modification time 

(ATTACHMENT_LAST_MODIFICATION
_DATETIME) 

String 00:00:00 

File name 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_NAME) 

String - 

File extension 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_EXTENSION) 

String - 

File size 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_SIZE) 

Long - 

Novell GroupWise does not support creation date and time. If e-mail types have 
accordingly configured fields (see 'Index attachments' in Outlook), they are filled with the 
values from the modification date and time fields. 

If you change user data in these configured fields, these changes are reset again when 
you save. 
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Copy e-mail properties 

If e-mails are changed through external applications or add-ons, it is possible to restore 
these e-mails with general data; however, some data may not be available. If you select 
this option, additional data are saved in order to restore modified e-mails completely. 
However, the copying process of these e-mail properties is time-consuming. 

Use enaio client for archiving 

Activate this option if archived e-mails are meant to be indexed. When archiving, the 
index data form is opened in enaio® client. The index fields that have been assigned 
during configuration, are filled out automatically with standard e-mail information 
(subject, date, sender, and recipient). 

If you change user data in assigned fields, these changes are reset when you save. 

Users can type further information into other index fields. If multiple e-mails are to be 
archived, the index data are filled in for all e-mails. 

If the index data form is linked to an event and multiple objects are to be archived, the 
event is executed only for the first object. In this case, select the option Transfer 

individually. 

This option is disabled once you have activated the Transfer individually option. 

Transfer individually 

Activate this option if you want to archive e-mails and have the index data form for each 
e-mail be opened for editing. Unlike using the filing mode Use enaio® client for archiving, 
index fields are not filled out automatically with standard e-mail information (subject, 
date, sender, and recipient). 

Connect attachments using notes 

If e-mails and attachments are imported separately using enaio® document-storage, the 
separated objects can be linked in the notes area. 

Furthermore, with this option, a text note is added to the e-mail, containing the enaio® 
file names of attached documents. 

Deduplication 

If you activate this option, when you file e-mail attachments the system checks in a 
folder or a register whether identical attachments were already filed. Instead of filing 
identical attachments twice, a reference copy is then created. 

If cooperation mode is activated, the check for duplicates does not take place. 

Server options 
Set status to 'archivable' 

The archived object is set to 'archivable' and will be archived in an audit-proof way at 
the next scheduled archiving run by the automatic action set up in the enaio® system.  

Check catalog 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system, it is checked if 
the data to be transferred into catalog fields match entries of existing catalogs in enaio®.  
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If this feature is active and the text does not match with the entries in the existing 
catalog, the object will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Check key fields 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all key fields were filled in with unique values.  

If this feature is active and not all key fields are filled in with unique values, the object 
will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Check required fields 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all required fields were filled in.  

If this feature is active and not all required fields are filled in, the object will not be 
archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Initialize default field values 

If there are no object data which could be used for the indexing, fields are filled with 
default values. Such default values can be set or modified for each field in enaio® editor.  

Check string length 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if it 
matches the maximum text field length.  

If this option is active and the maximum text length of an index field is exceeded, the 
object will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Click Save to save the current configuration and to leave configuration management or 
click Cancel to leave the configuration view. 

Message classes in GroupWise: 

Message class Description 

GW.Message.Mail E-mail 

GW.Message.Appointment Appointment 

GW.Message.Task Task 

GW.Message.Note Note 

GW.Message.Phone Phone 

Groupwise.DocumentReference Document reference 

Groupwise.AddressBookEntry Address book entry 
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Click Save to save the current configuration and to leave configuration management or 
click Cancel to leave the configuration view. 

Settings for Lotus Notes 
On this tab you can edit the settings for the archiving procedure using Lotus Notes. You 
assign Lotus Notes objects (Message classes) to corresponding document types of the 
used object definition. Message classes are objects of the e-mail application, e.g. e-mail.  

 

The object definition used by the enaio® system is depicted in the Loaded object 
definition area. Select the document type and assign it to the message class you want to 
archive from the object definition.  

Assign elements of the object you want to archive to corresponding fields of a document 
type in the Assigned object types area.  

You can manually match the property names of the message classes and the index fields 
within the enaio® system or automatically by checking the Configure automatically 
check box.  

The configuration program determines all document types within the existing object 
definition which match the message class destined for archiving and automatically 
matches them in the Assigned object types area.  

Example: 

Document type field Message class element 

From:   From 

To:   SendTo 

Cc:   CopyTo 
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Regardless of their message classes, objects can be assigned to a document in enaio®. 
Note that only the index data is transferred. 

The following Lotus Notes-specific settings can be configured for the archiving of Lotus 
Notes objects on the Settings for Lotus Notes tab: 

Allow separate filing of attachments 

During the archiving procedure you can choose if you want to file the attachment 
together with the e-mail in one OS document or as a separate document. You cannot file 
the attachment with a different indexing.  

Allow filing e-mails without attachments 

During the archiving procedure you can choose if you want to file the attachment.  

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Index attachments 

Attachments of the e-mails which have to be archived will be indexed with these data: 
creation file name, file extension and file size. 

The information contained in e-mails is applied to the index fields which have to be 
configured as below: 

Index field 

(internal name) 

Property Default value 

File name 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_NAME) 

String - 

File extension 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_EXTENSION) 

String - 

File size 

(ATTACHMENT_FILE_SIZE) 

Long - 

Lotus Notes does not support creation date and time. If e-mail types have accordingly 
configured fields (see 'Index attachments' in Outlook), they are filled with default values. 

If you change user data in these configured fields, these changes are reset again when 
you save. 

Remove attachments 

The attachment of an e-mail to be archived is removed after archiving. In case of 
appropriate configuration, it is possible to replace attachments with an OS link file. 

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Insert OS link file 

An OS link file is added to the archived e-mail in the e-mail application. With such OS 
link file users who are logged in to the enaio® system can open the archived object 
directly.  
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If you have selected the option Allow separate filing of attachments, OS link files are 
created for both the archived e-mail and each attachment and inserted into the e-mail in 
the e-mail application. 

If you also have chosen to Remove attachments, OS link files are created for both the 
archived e-mail and each attachment and inserted into the e-mail in the e-mail 
application. The attachments are then removed from the e-mail within the e-mail 
application.  

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Insert archiving ID in body 

A unique archiving ID is generated by the server for the archived object and inserted 
into the text body of the e-mail. 

When using the Archive and send feature to file e-mails, the archiving ID is inserted only 
in HTML or text e-mails. For rich text e-mails, the Insert archiving ID in body option will 
be ignored. 

Provided that the e-mail account is not an IMAP account, this constraint does not apply 
if e-mails are filed using the Archive feature. 

Signed e-mails are not modified during transfer. 

Use enaio client for archiving 

Activate this option if archived e-mails are meant to be indexed. When archiving, the 
index data form is opened in enaio® client. The index fields that have been assigned 
during configuration, are filled out automatically with standard e-mail information 
(subject, date, sender, and recipient). 

If you change user data in assigned fields, these changes are reset when you save. 

Users can type further information into other index fields. If multiple e-mails are to be 
archived, the index data are filled in for all e-mails. 

If the index data form is linked to an event and multiple objects are to be archived, the 
event is executed only for the first object. In this case, select the option Transfer 

individually. 

This option is disabled once you have activated the Transfer individually option. 

Transfer individually 

Activate this option if you want to archive e-mails and have the index data form for each 
e-mail be opened for editing. Unlike using the filing mode Use enaio® client for archiving, 
index fields are not filled out automatically with standard e-mail information (subject, 
date, sender, and recipient). 

Address resolution using LDAP 

Activate this option to have the e-mail address be resolved via LDAP for each archiving 
process. 

You must enter the LDAP server data in the configuration file os-Dxl2Ima.dll.config, if 
you haven't done so already during installation of enaio®. The configuration file can be 
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found in the …\clients\client32 directory. Enter the name or the IP address and the 
port of the LDAP server as values of the ldapServer parameter. 

Without address resolution, SMTP addresses for internal e-mail addresses cannot be 
applied to IMA files. If the determination of the user name fails, the display name is 
used. However, by using the display name, an invalid e-mail address entry is created. 

Connect attachments using notes 

If e-mails and attachments are imported separately using enaio® document-storage, the 
separated objects can be linked in the notes area. 

Furthermore, with this option, a text note is added to the e-mail, containing the enaio® 
file names of attached documents. 

Deduplication 

If you activate this option, when you file e-mail attachments the system checks in a 
folder or a register whether identical attachments were already filed. Instead of filing 
identical attachments twice, a reference copy is then created. 

If cooperation mode is activated, the check for duplicates does not take place. 

Server options 
Set status to 'archivable' 

The archived object is set to 'archivable' and will be archived in an audit-proof way at 
the next scheduled archiving run by the automatic action set up in the enaio® system.  

Check catalog 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system, it is checked if 
the data to be transferred into catalog fields match entries of existing catalogs in enaio®.  

If this feature is active and the text does not match with the entries in the existing 
catalog, the object will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Check key fields 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all key fields were filled in with unique values.  

If this feature is active and not all key fields are filled in with unique values, the object 
will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Required field checking 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all required fields were filled in.  

If this feature is active and not all required fields are filled in, the object will not be 
archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Initialize default field values 

If there are no object data which could be used for the indexing, fields are filled with 
default values. Such default values can be set or modified for each field in enaio® editor.  
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Check string length 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if it 
matches the maximum text field length.  

If this option is active and the maximum text length of an index field is exceeded, the 
object will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Click Save to save the current configuration and to leave configuration management or 
click Cancel to leave the configuration view. 

Message classes in Lotus Notes: 

Message class Description 

LN.Message.Mail E-mail 

Click Save to save the current configuration and to leave configuration management or 
click Cancel to leave the configuration view. 

More Settings 
On the More settings tab you can configure general settings for runtime behavior. 

 

General 
Monitored folder for automatic archiving 

If configured, e-mails in this folder are automatically archived in the user tray. Then, the 
filing dialog will not be displayed. This enables automated archiving of messages which 
were moved into the monitoring folder, e.g. if a user-specific rule was set up. 
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Archiving folder 

An archiving folder must be created in the e-mail application to which all archived 
objects are moved. This folder must differ from the monitoring folder to avoid multiple 
archiving of the same e-mails. 

Default Server Options for E-Mail Object Types 

The settings selected here are transferred to all configurations of server options for 
object types in Outlook, GroupWise and Lotus Notes. 

To start the transfer, click Distribute after selecting the settings. 

The following settings are available: 

Set status to 'archivable' 

The archived object is set to 'archivable' and will be archived in an audit-proof way at 
the next scheduled archiving run by the automatic action set up in the enaio® system.  

Check catalog 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system, it is checked if 
the data to be transferred into catalog fields match entries of existing catalogs in enaio®.  

If this feature is active and the text does not match with the entries in the existing 
catalog, the object will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Check key fields 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all key fields were filled in with unique values.  

If this feature is active and not all key fields are filled in with unique values, the object 
will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Check required fields 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if 
all required fields were filled in.  

If this feature is active and not all required fields are filled in, the object will not be 
archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Initialize default field values 

If there are no object data which could be used for the indexing, fields are filled with 
default values. Such default values can be set or modified for each field in enaio® editor.  

Check string length 

When transferring object data into the index fields in the enaio® system it is checked if it 
matches the maximum text field length.  

If this option is active and the maximum text length of an index field is exceeded, the 
object will not be archived.  

A failed archiving procedure is indicated by the enaio® document-storage taskbar icon.  

Quit DocStorage automatically 
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When exiting the e-mail client, enaio® Document Storage is also exited. This option is 
set by default. 

Workflow Configurations 
By passing data and documents, workflow processes can be started in enaio® from 
within Outlook, GroupWise and Lotus Notes. 

 

The Workflow > Standard tab lists startable processes. Select a process to display its 
variables defined as input parameters in enaio® editor for workflow. 

Select the application (Outlook, GroupWise or Lotus Notes), choose a message class of 
the object you want to start a process with and assign the process variables to the object 
data. 

The following data can be assigned to variables: 

 Field 

Select an object field from the list. Its content can be assigned to the variable. 

 Free text 

You can enter any free text and assign it to the variable. 

 List 

You create a list the user can select a value from. 

It is possible to assign a field, free text, and a list to a variable. The user selects the value 
to be assigned. 

You can define whether a user can change the value of a field or free text. Use the 
Standard option to specify preset assignments. 
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Use the Workflow > Settings tab to specify whether the selected process will archive e-
mails and attachments. 

 

If you want to archive e-mails, select the File e-mail message option and the document 
type the e-mail will be assigned to. 

E-mails are always archived without index data into the workflow folder. 

To archive attachments which are added to an object, select the File attachments option, a 
module and the respective document type that the attachments are meant to be assigned 
to. 

Use the File filter to define the file types which the process is meant to archive. The 
asterisk '*' is preset as a placeholder for any files. Enter the file extensions separated by 
semicolon if you do not want to import all file types. 

With the Date format field you can define the date format displayed to the user. 
Information on formatting can be found in the information window. 

Options in Outlook 

enaio® document-storage enables users to flag, categorize or provide archived objects 
with an automatically generated text. 

Start Outlook and select Tools > Options from the menu bar. Switch to the enaio® tab to 
change the settings (under Outlook 2010: select File > Options > Add-Ins > Add-In 

Options...). 
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Flag archived e-mail messages 

During archiving you can mark e-mails automatically with an Outlook flag (Red flag or 
Mark as completed). Using the Red flag, the message is also entered in the task list in the 
Tasks area in Outlook. A deadline will not be set. Note that archived recurring 
appointments cannot be flagged in Outlook. 

Add text to archived e-mail messages 

During archiving you can automatically append the date, date and time or the object ID 
of the archived e-mail to the text of the message. 

Signed e-mails are not modified. 

Add category to archived e-mail messages 

You can automatically add an Outlook category to e-mails during archiving.  

Archive and send notification 

enaio® document-storage will display a notification message upon successful archiving.  

Show warning in case of duplicate archiving 

enaio® document-storage will display a notification message informing you that the 
object you are about to archive has already been archived. You can choose to cancel or 
proceed with the archiving. 

Show warning for changed archived e-mails on forwarding/reply 

You can edit the subject line of an e-mail directly in your mailbox or folder. If a message 
was archived previously and if it is now forwarded or replied to with a changed subject 
line enaio® document-storage will display a notification message.  

Activate auto preview 
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You can deactivate the automatically displayed preview of the e-mail content in the 
filing mode of enaio® document-storage.  

Simplified filing: Show last locations 

You can specify to display up to ten of the last used locations in the list of possible client 
filing locations in the simplified filing dialog. 

By default, the recently used locations are displayed. If you deactivate this option, you 
can select only the available filing locations in enaio® client. 

Preferred selection 

You can control the behavior of enaio® document-storage with this setting. It 
determines which tab will be active for the archiving procedure of the Outlook object.  

Info 

Opens information about the installed enaio® system.  

Options in Novell GroupWise 

enaio® document-storage enables users to flag, categorize or provide archived objects 
with an automatically generated text. 

To configure these settings, start Novell GroupWise and click the Options button in the 
enaio® document-storage toolbar. 

 
Add category to archived e-mail messages 

During archiving you can mark e-mails automatically with a flag (Red flag or Mark as 

completed). A deadline will not be set. Note that archived recurring appointments cannot 
be flagged in GroupWise. 

Archive and send notification 

enaio® document-storage will display a notification message upon successful archiving.  

Show warning in case of duplicate archiving 

enaio® document-storage will display a notification message informing you that the 
object you are about to archive has already been archived. You can choose to cancel or 
proceed with the archiving. 

Activate auto preview 
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You can deactivate the automatically displayed preview of the e-mail content in the 
filing mode of enaio® document-storage.  

Simplified filing: Show last locations 

You can specify to display up to ten of the last used locations in the list of possible client 
filing locations in the simplified filing dialog. 

By default, the recently used locations are displayed. If you deactivate this option, you 
can select only the available filing locations in enaio® client. 

Preferred selection 

You can control the behavior of enaio® document-storage with this setting. It 
determines which tab will be active for the archiving procedure of the GroupWise 
object.  

Info 

Opens information about the installed enaio® system.  

Options in Lotus Notes 

enaio® document-storage enables users to flag, categorize or provide archived objects 
with an automatically generated text. 

To do so, the system administrator must enter the following formula in the main 
template: 

@If(@IsNull(@GetField("OS|ECM DocID"));"";"enaio") 

The entry "OS|ECM DocID" must not be altered. In the second entry enclosed with 
inverted commas ("enaio®" in the example above) enter the text you want to flag the 
archived objects with. 
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The main template then must be synchronized with the user templates. 

To configure further settings, start Lotus Notes and click the Options button in the 
enaio® document-storage toolbar. 

 
Preferred selection 

You can control the behavior of enaio® document-storage with this setting. It 
determines which tab will be active for the archiving procedure of the Lotus Notes 
object.  

Archive and send notification 

enaio® document-storage will display a notification message upon successful archiving.  

Show warning in case of duplicate archiving 
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enaio® document-storage will display a notification message informing you that the 
object you are about to archive has already been archived. You can choose to cancel or 
proceed with the archiving. 

Activate auto preview 

You can deactivate the automatically displayed preview of the e-mail content in the 
filing mode of enaio® document-storage.  

Simplified filing: Show last locations 

You can specify to display up to ten of the last used locations in the list of possible client 
filing locations in the simplified filing dialog. 

By default, the recently used locations are displayed. If you deactivate this option, you 
can select only the available filing locations in enaio® client. 

Info 

Opens information about the installed enaio® system.  

Starting enaio® Document Storage 

All components of enaio® Document Storage are launched automatically together with 
Outlook, GroupWise, or Lotus Notes. 

The system role 'Editor: Start' is required for configuration. 

Logging in to enaio® server 

The server login will be performed – just like in enaio® client – as specified in enaio® 
administrator. The login can be automatic or through a password dialog. 

If the login is set up through a password dialog, choose Login from the context menu of 
the enaio® Document Storage taskbar icon to log in. 

Detailed information about the settings in enaio® administrator can be found in the 
Administration handbook. 

Archiving Process 

Click the Archive button in Outlook, GroupWise or Lotus Notes to start the archiving 
procedure. enaio® document-storage will be launched in the filing mode. 

The context menu item Archive in GroupWise archives selected messages in 
GroupWise's own archive and must not be mistaken for the enaio® document-storage 
Archive command. When importing e-mails in RTF format, embedded images will get 
lost. 

Simplified and Extended Filing Mode 
By default, the extended archiving mode is launched which allows you to access all 
features of enaio® document-storage.  
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You may also perform archiving in a simplified view.  

 

By clicking the Extended button you can switch to the extended filing mode. 

The previously used filing location is saved and preselected when you start the the 
program the next time. If one or several locations are open in enaio® client, the 
highlighted location will be selected. 

You can specify to display up to ten of the last used locations in the simplified filing 
dialog (see 'Simplified filing: Show last locations'). 

The sorting order of the recently used filing locations can also be changed in the 
simplified filing dialog by clicking the respective icons or the column header. The 
selected sorting order is saved and will be restored the next time the dialog is opened. 

When exiting the program, the set filing mode is saved and becomes the default start 
mode. 

If you have selected more than one object in the e-mail application and started the 
archiving process, you can individually specify the archiving options of each object. Use 
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the drop-down menu in the upper part of the filing view to switch between the 
individual archiving objects.  

Move the mouse pointer to an object which you want to archive to have a preview of its 
contents displayed in a separate window. This preview is available for e-mails, images 
and many Office documents.  

At the top of the advanced view of the filing dialog, you access other overviews. 

 

 Queries 

You can also query the enaio® system for possible filing locations. A maximum of 
100 hits will be displayed. 

The search function does not have all of the features known from enaio® client. 
Event scripts are not executed. 

The following catalogs and add-ons are available: 

  Structure tree catalog 

 Hierarchy catalog 

 List catalog 

 User add-on 

 Rights group add-on 

 Date add-on 

 Catalog add-on 

 List of recent locations 

If enaio® Document Storage was already used to archive e-mails, recently used 
locations are displayed here and preselected as possible archiving options. 

 Locations in enaio client 

Here all locations are displayed that are currently opened in enaio® client. They can 
be selected as filing locations. 

 Recognized filing locations 

enaio® Document Storage automatically identifies the enaio® archiving location if an 
e-mail contains an archiving ID. Without an additional search, this location is 
displayed in this overview as a possible archiving location. Edit the enaio® Document 
Storage configuration to insert an archiving ID in an e-mail. 

In the cooperation mode, i.e. during archiving with enaio® exchange, multiple selected 
e-mails will always be filed at the same location. 

When importing e-mails in RTF format, embedded images will get lost. 

The size and the position of the window are saved before closing. Use these keyboard 
shortcuts to reset to the default settings: 

 Position: Alt+Home 
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 Size: Alt+Ctrl+Home 

 Size and position: Alt+Shift+Home 

Quick Filing 
With the simplified and extended filing mode you can specify a location in a dialog. 

enaio® document-storage has additional filing features for transferring objects without a 
dialog if the filing location is unambiguous. 

 Client location 

If there is only one location open in enaio® client, the object will be transferred there. If 
multiple locations are open, the usual dialog will be opened. Only those locations where 
objects can be filed are shown. 

If the Use folders in desktop area as default folders option is activated in enaio® client, 
folders in the desktop area will be displayed as possible locations as well. 

 Determined location 

If the e-mail contains the ID of a location, exactly this location will be selected. If 
multiple locations are open, the usual dialog will be opened. 

 Last filing location 

Up to ten recently used locations are displayed. If you select one of these locations, the 
e-mail will be filed there without any further dialog. 

The following applies to all filing features: if several e-mail types have been configured, 
the e-mail type which has been created first in the object definition will be used for 
quick filing. If you want to use another e-mail type, you have to archive e-mails with the 
simplified or extended filing mode. 

Workflow Processes 

If you want to start a workflow process, select an object and in the toolbar of the e-mail 
application click the Workflow button in the toolbar. 

enaio® document-storage will open the selection dialog. 
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Choose a process from the startable processes list and, according to the configuration, 
assign data, the content of a field, free text, or a list entry to the variables. 

Only the variables of which you can change the definition will be shown. Activate the 
Show all variables check box to also display the variables of which you cannot change the 
definition. 

Assigned objects will be listed. You can deselect the objects you do not want to import 
into the workflow folder. 

Use the Execute button to start the process. 

Logging 

As all enaio® components, enaio® document-storage, axvbdocstorage.exe, uses 
enaio® Logging.  

enaio® document-storage add-in for Microsoft Outlook uses enaio® Logging to log all 
processes. Logging for the add-in is done by the oxcsmailoutl.dll file. This file and 
the add-in adxloader.dll can be found in the ...clients\client32\oxcsmailoutl 
directory. 

The add-in processes for Novell GroupWise and Lotus Notes are not logged. 

Detailed information on enaio® logging can be found in the Administrator handbook. 

In Microsoft Outlook, users can activate the troubleshoot logging function in the 
Outlook options in the Advanced / Other menu. These logs will be saved in the 
…\Temp\Outlook Logging directory in a user-specific way. 

Taskbar Icons 

Button Feature 
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Button Feature 

 Language 

Select the interface language. German, English and French are 
available. 

 enaio® Info 

Opens information about the installed enaio® system. 

 Configuration 

Opens the enaio® document-storage configuration window. This 
button is available only to users with appropriate administration 
rights. 

 Auto exit 

When exiting your e-mail application, enaio® document-storage 
is exited automatically.  

 Defective e-mails 

An error occurred during the creation of the file or the archiving 
from within the e-mail application. 

 Log in 

Log in to the enaio® system. 

 Log in as… 

Enter a login name and log in to the enaio® system. 

 Log out 

Log off from the enaio® system. 

 Exit 

Exits enaio® document-storage. 

 

Toolbars and Ribbon Overview for E-Mail Clients 

After installing enaio® Document Storage, the user add-in is available, depending on the 
e-mail client used and its version, as either a toolbar or as a ribbon with different filing 
options in the e-mail client – MS Outlook, Novell GroupWise, or Lotus Notes. 

Outlook 2007 Toolbar 
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Outlook 2010 Ribbon 

 

Outlook 2013 Ribbon 

 

Novell 
GroupWise 

Toolbar 

 

Lotus Notes  Toolbar 

 

The options for users of MS Outlook can also be accessed at the following points: 

 The filing options are located on the Message ribbon of an opened e-mail. 

 When creating a new e-mail, users can specify a filing location using the Archive and 
send button and file the e-mail in the enaio® system before it even reaches its 
recipient. 

 

 From Outlook 2010 the archiving function is directly integrated in the Outlook Start 
ribbon. The different filing options will be available there. 
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 In other Office applications, e.g. Word or Excel, e-mails can be archived and sent 
directly by using the Send feature. Ensure that Outlook has been started before you 
use this feature. 

 

Functions in MS Outlook 2007 
The optimal-systems toolbar of the user add-in for Microsoft Outlook 2007 contains 
these features: 

Button Feature 

 Archive 

enaio® document-storage will be launched in the filing mode 
allowing you to archive documents. 

 
File to... 

Select from the following filing locations: 
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  To the determined location 

If the e-mail contains an archiving ID, the location will be 
used without another dialog. 

  Open location in enaio® 

If one or multiple locations are open in enaio® client, up to 
15 of these filing locations will be shown in the menu. If 
you select one of these locations, the e-mail will be filed 
there without any further dialog.  

The first three fields of a location's data form are used as 
filing location name. 

Only those locations where objects can be filed are shown. 
If a location that is opened in enaio® client already contains 
the maximum number of objects, it is no longer displayed 
in the selection list. In the object definition in enaio® editor 
you can specify where and how many objects can be filed at 
a location. 

If the Use folders in desktop area as default folders option is 
activated in enaio® client, folders in the desktop area will be 
displayed as possible locations as well. 

  Recently used filing locations 

Up to ten recently used locations are displayed in the menu. 
If you select one of these locations, the e-mail will be filed 
there without any further dialog. 

  User filing tray 

The e-mail is filed in the user filing tray without another 
dialog. 

 Open e-mail location in enaio® 

Opens the folder or register where the archived object is located. 

 Restore and show selected e-mails 

Creates a copy in which changes performed through enaio® 
document-storage, such as ID insert or attachment removal, will 
be undone. 

 Start workflow with the selected e-mail 

Opens the dialog for starting a workflow. 

 enaio® Info 
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Opens information about the installed enaio® system. 

Functions in Outlook 2010 
The E-mail archiving ribbon of the user add-in for Microsoft Outlook 2010 contains 
these features: 

Button Feature 

 Archive 

Opens a filing menu with different filing modes and locations. 

  Interactive 

enaio® document-storage will be launched in the filing 
mode allowing you to archive documents. 

  To the determined location 

If the e-mail contains an archiving ID, the location will be 
used without another dialog. 

  Open location in enaio® 

If one or multiple locations are open in enaio® client, up to 
15 of these filing locations will be shown in the menu. If 
you select one of these locations, the e-mail will be filed 
there without any further dialog. 

The first three fields of a location's data form are used as 
filing location name. 

Only those locations where objects can be filed are shown. 
If a location that is opened in enaio® client already contains 
the maximum number of objects, it is no longer displayed 
in the selection list. In the object definition in enaio® editor 
you can specify where and how many objects can be filed at 
a location. 

If the Use folders in desktop area as default folders option is 
activated in enaio® client, folders in the desktop area will be 
displayed as possible locations as well. 

  Recently used filing locations 

Up to ten recently used locations are displayed in the 
menu. If you select one of these locations, the e-mail will be 
filed there without any further dialog. 

  User filing tray 

The e-mail is filed in the user filing tray without another 
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dialog. 

 Location 

Opens the folder or register where the archived object is located. 

 Restore and show 

Creates a copy in which changes performed through enaio® 
document-storage, such as ID insert or attachment removal, will 
be undone. 

 Workflow 

Opens the dialog for starting a workflow. 

Functions in Outlook 2013 
The E-mail archiving ribbon of the user add-in for Microsoft Outlook 2013 contains 
these features: 

Button Feature 

 

Archive 

Opens a filing menu with different filing modes and locations. 

  Interactive 

enaio® document-storage will be launched in the filing 
mode allowing you to archive documents. 

  To the determined location 

If the e-mail contains an archiving ID, the location will be 
used without another dialog. 

  Desktop 

If one or multiple locations are open in enaio® client, up to 
15 of these filing locations will be shown in the menu. If 
you select one of these locations, the e-mail will be filed 
there without any further dialog. 

The first three fields of a location's data form are used as 
filing location name. 

Only those locations where objects can be filed are shown. 
If a location that is opened in enaio® client already contains 
the maximum number of objects, it is no longer displayed 
in the selection list. In the object definition in enaio® editor 
you can specify where and how many objects can be filed at 
a location. 
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If the Use folders in desktop area as default folders option is 
activated in enaio® client, folders in the desktop area will be 
displayed as possible locations as well. 

  Recently used filing locations 

Up to ten recently used locations are displayed in the 
menu. If you select one of these locations, the e-mail will be 
filed there without any further dialog. 

  Filing  

The e-mail is filed in the user filing tray without another 
dialog. 

 

Location 

Opens the folder or register where the archived object is located.  

 

Restore and show 

Creates a copy in which changes performed through enaio® 
document-storage, such as ID insert or attachment removal, will 
be undone. 

 

Workflow 

Opens the dialog for starting a workflow. 

 

Functions in Novell GroupWise 
The toolbar of the user add-in for Novell GroupWise contains these features: 

Button Feature 

 Archive 

enaio® document-storage will be launched in the filing mode 
allowing you to archive documents. 

 Archiving: client location 

If there is only one location open in enaio® client, this will 
automatically become the new location. The tooltip displays the 
location, i.e. the first three fields of the location's data form. 

 Open document location in enaio® 

Opens the folder or register where the archived object is located.  

 Start a workflow 
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Button Feature 

Opens the dialog for starting a workflow. 

 Options 

Opens the dialog for configuration of options in Novell 
GroupWise. 

 

Functions in Lotus Notes 
The toolbar of the user add-in for Lotus Notes contains these features: 

Button  Feature 

 Archive 

enaio® document-storage will be launched in the filing mode 
allowing you to archive documents. 

 Archiving: client location 

If there is only one location open in enaio® client, this will 
automatically become the new location. The tooltip displays the 
location, i.e. the first three fields of the location's data form. 

 Archiving: barcode 

If an archiving ID is available, the location will be used without 
another dialog. 

 Open location in enaio® 

Opens the folder or register where the archived object is located.  

 Start a workflow 

Opens the dialog for starting a workflow. 

 Options 

Opens the dialog for configuration of options in Lotus Notes. 
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enaio® search 

enaio® search – Introduction 

enaio® search is an optional component of enaio® which is integrated with Microsoft 
Outlook and can access e-mails that are managed in enaio® from within Microsoft 
Outlook. 

Two search modes are available. The advanced search feature performs a search against 
e-mails' index data, i.e. all data which are displayed in an e-mail's From, To, Cc, Date, 
Subject, and Text fields. In doing so, only the beginning of the e-mail text – up to 2,000 
characters depending on the configuration – will be searched. 

Using full text search, however, allows you to perform a search against all data of an e-
mail, i.e. the whole text of an e-mail as well as the index data and the content of 
attachments. 

enaio® search can restore e-mails that have been transferred using enaio® Document 
Storage. In cooperation with enaio® exchange, enaio® search can restore e-mails that 
have been transferred with enaio® exchange. 

Installation of enaio® search 
enaio® search is a component that is installed at the workstation and automatically 
integrated as a Microsoft Outlook add-in. For enaio® search, the component enaio® 
webservice is required. 

In the full text mode, enaio® search is used together with enaio® search. 

In enaio® search, users can limit the search scope to one e-mail document type. 
enaio® search automatically offers all e-mail document types containing all fields with 
internal names that have been automatically created when the e-mail document type has 
been created. 

enaio® search displays 100 hits per e-mail object type by default. You can change the 
number of hits in the configuration file. In case the maximum number is exceeded, the 
user receives a notice and can optionally decide whether to display all hits. 

The maximum number of hits for full text queries will be determined before access 
rights are checked. After checking access rights, the hit list can be smaller than the 
maximum number of hits or even empty. 

In the configuration file, the search for all users can be limited to certain e-mail 
document types. 

You require an 'OSS' license for enaio® search. 

With enaio® exchange access, you can display the original format of an e-mail that is 
managed in enaio® in another format. 
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The Configuration File for enaio® search 

For environments running without enaio® exchange and enaio® imap, you only require 
the configuration file if you want to change the maximum number of hits, preconfigure 
object types, or limit the search to certain object types. Apart from that the 
configuration file is required. 

To configure enaio® search, create the configuration file imap.server.xml in the 
directory \etc\imap of the data directory. 

Specifying the Number of Hits 

Exemplary configuration file with the maximum number of hits specified: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

<MAXRESULTS_EXTENDEDSEARCH>200</MAXRESULTS_EXTENDEDSEARCH> 

<MAXRESULTS_FULLTEXTSEARCH>300</MAXRESULTS_FULLTEXTSEARCH> 

</IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

In this example, the maximum hit number per e-mail object type for the advanced 
search mode is set to '200', for the full text search mode to '300'. 

If you don't want to limit the number of hits, enter the value '0'. 

Preconfiguring an Object Type 

You can define the e-mail object type that will be preconfigured in the list used by the 
user to limit a search to a certain object type in enaio® search. 

Example: 

<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

<LOCATION_SELECTION>393216</LOCATION_SELECTION> 

</IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

Here, you can specify the internal type name of an e-mail object type. 

The internal type name can be found in the property window in enaio® editor. 

 

Limiting Object Types 

You can specify the e-mail object types available for searches with enaio® search. 
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Example: 

<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

<LOCATION_USE_OBJECTS>393216;393212</LOCATION_USE_OBJECTS> 

</IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

You can specify the internal type name of an e-mail object type. If you want to specify 
multiple object types, separate the entries with a semicolon. 

Limiting the Full Text Search 

You can limit the full text search to e-mails that contain the name or the e-mail address 
of the user in the index data or in the content. The respective user context will be added 
to the full text search. The full text entry and the user context will be combined using the 
operator AND. 

This limitation has the following structure: 

<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

<LIMIT_FULLTEXT_SEARCH>Parameter1;Parameter2;…</LIMIT_FULLTEXT_SEARCH> 

</IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

You can use the following parameters: 

 ExchangeAccountSmtpAddresses 

All SMTP addresses of the user account 

 ExchangeAccountUserName 

User name in Outlook 

 ExchangeString 

The ExchangeString has the following structure: 

/o=Company/ou=Subsidiary/cn=Recipient/cn=User 

 EcmUserName 

User name in enaio® 

 NTUserName 

User name of the Windows user 

All parameters will be combined using the operator OR. 

The combination of a full text entry and parameters for a user context has the following 
logical structure:  

Full text entry AND (Parameter1 OR Parameter2 OR Parameter3) 

Connection to enaio® exchange 

When transferring e-mails to enaio® using enaio® exchange, they can be saved in a 
different format and with detached attachments. Links to the attachments will be added 
to the e-mail itself. enaio® search provides the feature to display e-mails in their original 
format. 

If enaio® exchange is integrated, the original format will be queried in this component. 
For this purpose, the address of the enaio® exchange web service must be specified. 

Example: 
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<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

<OSEXCHANGE_WEBSERVICE_URL>http://Host:Port/osexchws</OSEXCHANGE_WEBSERVICE_URL><
/IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

Connection to enaio® imap 

For the cooperation between enaio® exchange and enaio® imap, you have to specify the 
address of the enaio® imap server: 

<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

<SERVERS>SERVER1;SERVER2;…</SERVERS> 

</IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

enaio® imap servers can be specified with their IP addresses or with the server names. 

Language Order for List Items 

Lists for the index data of objects integrated with enaio® imap can contain items in 
multiple languages. In order to display the correct item in the respective language, define 
the language order of list items. 

Example: 

<IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

<LANGUAGE_ORDER>DE;EN;FR</LANGUAGE_ORDER> 

</IMAP-SERVER-CONFIGURATION> 

In the example, the lists contain three items with the language order 'German', 'English' 
and 'French'. 

Example: Büro;Office;Bureau 

Users with the language setting 'English' will see the second of the three items. If more or 
less than exactly three items exist, all items will be shown. 

enaio® Components 

The enaio® components are installed at each workstation with the setup. Select the 
enaio® search component 'E-mail search' in the installation dialog. 

The enaio® component 'E-mail search' must be installed on all workstations where 
enaio® search is planned to be used. The configuration will be saved to the file 
OSSearch_Outl.dll.config in the program folder. 

This file must be identical on all workstations. From the workstation where it was 
configured, the configuration file can be copied to the program folders of the other 
workstations. 

Using the MSI package, enaio® search can be installed on the workstations of multiple 
users. Detailed information can be found in the enaio® installation handbook. 

Distribution of enaio® search User Settings 

In enaio® search, users can change the order and the width of columns. These changes 
will be saved in the registry for each user individually in the following registry key: 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER > Software > Optimal Systems > OSSearch > 
ResultColumnSettings 
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With the registry editor, this key can be exported into a registry file. 

Other users can execute this registry file at their workstation by double-clicking it and 
apply the settings that way. Previous changes made will be overwritten. 

The settings will become effective after restarting Microsoft Outlook. 
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enaio® mail-management 

enaio® Mail-Management Inbox with enaio® imap and 
enaio® search 

With enaio® Mail-Management, Microsoft Outlook is extended by three elements, an 
inbox in the navigation panel, enaio® search which is an add-in for searching in this 
inbox, and a toolbar for access to enaio® Mail-Management functions. 

 

 The enaio® Mail-Management inbox 

The navigation panel contains the enaio® Mail-Management inbox in addition to 
your inbox. 

 

Here you administer e-mails related to the corresponding processes and business 
partners. If you assign an e-mail to a process, another user who has access rights to 
the process and has integrated the process and the business partner in the enaio® 
Mail-Management inbox can also view this e-mail. You, on the other hand, have 
access to e-mails which other users assign to a process. 
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Select a process in the navigation panel and additional information on this process 
and the business partner will be displayed below in the details area. 

 

 enaio® search 

enaio® search is an add-in and allows you to search all e-mails including their 
attachments which you or another user administers in the enaio® Mail-Management 
inbox. 

enaio® search has two search modes, the full text search and the advanced search. 
With advanced search you can perform a search specifically against the index data of 
the e-mails, with full text search you can perform a search against the whole content 
of the e-mails. 

Both search modes can be limited, for example, to inboxes, a business partner, a 
process, or processes in general.  

 

 

As a result you will be provided with a hit list where you can open the e-mails which 
were found. 

The hit list will be displayed in the search dialog, but it can also be placed at a 
different position.  

If you move from the hit list to another area while pressing the 
mouse button, a precision select mouse pointer will be displayed 
which you can use to select the desired position. 
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The enaio® Mail-Management Inbox 
In your inbox you administer your e-mails; in the enaio® Mail-Management inbox you 
administer e-mails relating to processes and business partners together with other users. 

Business partners and processes are administered in a folder structure in the navigation 
panel. You can create business partners and assign processes to the business partners.  

 

Then assign e-mails to these processes. 

Grant read and write permissions for business partners as well as for processes. 

Business partners which have been created and processes which have been assigned to 
them, can be transferred by other users who have the relevant permissions. These users 
can then access the content of the processes, i.e. view e-mails which are administered 
there and insert their own e-mails. As soon as a user has assigned an e-mail to a process, 
every other user with the relevant permissions is able to retrieve this e-mail using enaio® 
search. 

Aside from these jointly administered structures, you can also create Microsoft Outlook 
folders in the enaio® Mail-Management inbox and administer e-mails there. Like e-
mails in your inbox, these e-mails can only be accessed by you. 

The inbox also contains a Microsoft Outlook search folder with functions that can be 
used to structure access to e-mails in the enaio® Mail-Management inbox in the same 
way as access to your personal inbox. 

E-mails which you assign to business partners and transactions will be transferred to 
enaio® at this point at the latest. 

 Transferred e-mails are flagged with an icon. 

In this case, e-mails which you delete are not placed in the MS Outlook folder 'Deleted 
items'. However, deleted e-mails can be restored by the administrator. 

Create Business Partners 

Create new business partners using the Manage business partners entry on the toolbar. 

 

Enter a name and, optionally, a number to be able to differentiate business partners with 
the same name. 

In the dialog, it is automatically checked whether a business partner with the same name 
has already been created. As soon as you have entered three characters for the name or 
one character for the number, a search will be started and the respective business partner 
will be displayed. 
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If the requested business partner exists, select it to transfer the data to the dialog. You 
can change read and write permissions. 

If the requested business partner does not yet exist, enter the complete name and 
number. 

Then optionally specify read and write permissions. If you do not set any permissions, 
every user will obtain all access rights. 

Open the permissions dialog by clicking the button at the end of the field. 

 

All groups and users are listed on the left, all users who obtain the relevant permissions 
are listed on the right. You can assign groups and users using the arrow buttons in the 
middle. Confirm the configuration by clicking OK. The data will be transferred to the 
Manage business partners dialog. 

Finally click the Create button to create the business partner in the enaio® Mail-
Management inbox. 
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Create Processes 

Assign processes to business partners where you can subsequently administer e-mails. If 
you create a process you can also set read and write permissions as you do when creating 
business partners. 

You can create processes or transfer processes which already exist. If you search for 
processes, you can transfer the assigned business partner at the same time. 

Select a business partner in the navigation panel and open the processes dialog with the 
Manage processes entry on the toolbar. 

 

Processes which have already been created for the business partner are listed there. 
Processes for which you do not have read permissions will not be displayed. If the check 
box in front of the process is activated, the process will be displayed in your navigation 
panel. If you deactivate the check box, the process will be hidden. 

Permissions can be changed for existing processes. 

The data of further data fields serve information and evaluation purposes. These data 
can be adapted to your working environment through configuration settings. They are 
displayed in the details area of enaio® search. 

Once set, name and number can no longer be changed. 

If no permissions are set, every user will obtain all access rights. 

If you want to create a new process, click on the New process button, enter the desired 
data and click Create. 

Retrieve Processes 

You can retrieve an existing process and transfer it together with the assigned business 
partner. 

For this purpose, select the enaio® Mail-Management inbox or the inbox in the 
navigation panel. Then open the processes dialog on the toolbar with the Manage 
processes entry. 
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Enter the search criteria into the Name or Number field. The search will start 
automatically and the hits will be displayed. 

If the check box in front of a hit is activated, the process has already been integrated. 

 

Select the process which you want to transfer, add the necessary data and finally click 
Create. 

The process will be transferred to the enaio® Mail Management inbox. If the assigned 
business partner has not yet been integrated, it will be automatically transferred as well. 

Read and Write Permissions 

Business partners as well as processes can be assigned read and write permissions during 
creation.  

The dialog for specifying the permissions is opened by clicking the button at the end of 
the fields. Without any entries the user will have all permissions. Entries result in 
relevant permissions for registered users only. 

Users with read permissions on business partners can transfer them. Users with 
additional write permissions can change the data of the business partners including read 
and write permissions. 

Relevant functions have read and write permissions on processes. 

Users with read permissions on processes can view assigned e-mails and also delete 
them.  

Deleted e-mails remain in the system and can be restored by the administrator.  

Assign E-Mails 

E-mails from your inbox can be assigned to a process simply by dragging & dropping or 
by using the Move to folder function in the context menu or the Edit menu. Business 
partners cannot be assigned to e-mails directly. 

If you place e-mails which you have created in the enaio® Mail-Management inbox in a 
Microsoft Outlook folder, they will be administered there but they will not be integrated 
in enaio® Mail-Management. Such e-mails are therefore not accessible for other users 
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and they cannot be retrieved in enaio® search. Depending on the configuration, these e-
mails can also be transferred to enaio® and saved there. 

You can also access processes if you create rules in Microsoft Outlook. For example you 
can forward all e-mails of a business partner automatically to a process which is assigned 
to that business partner using a rule. 

Searching for E-Mails in Processes 
You can retrieve all e-mails which you or other users assigned to a process in 
enaio® search, even if you have not integrated the business partner and the process. The 
search in enaio® search is only limited by read permissions on processes. 

The advanced search feature of enaio® search will perform a search against the e-mails' 
index data, i.e. all data which are displayed in the e-mail's From, To, Cc, Date, Subject 
and Text fields. Depending on the configuration up to 2000 characters will be searched. 

Using full text search, however, allows you to perform a search against all data of an e-
mail, i.e. the whole text of an e-mail next to the index data, including a search against 
the content of attachments. 

Switch between the two search modes using the arrow button on the right side of the 
search field. 

You can limit both search modes to a business partner or process. If you select a 
business partner or process in the folder list in the navigation panel and select from the 
Refine Search toolbar, the restriction will be displayed in the search pane of enaio® 
search. 

Besides, Microsoft Outlook search functions are also available. Their search scope is 
limited to the inbox and the e-mails which are administered in the displayed processes. 

Advanced Search 

Using the advanced search, enter the search criteria into the fields of the search form. 
During the search, entries in several fields will be linked by the logical operator AND. 
With the add-in options, you can specify whether a placeholder for an arbitrary number 
of characters is added at the beginning or end of a search term. 

The date or date intervals can be entered using the calendar. 

In the In field, users can narrow down the search to their inbox. Administrative users 
with access rights to multiple inboxes can select these inboxes for searches. 

 

To start the search, press enter. 

The hit list will be displayed. To open e-mails from the hit list, double-click them. 

All areas can be arranged by dragging and dropping. 
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Full Text Search 

Using full text search allows you to perform a search against all data of the e-mails 
including the content of attachments. 

Possibilities for combining search criteria depend on the full text server. These are 
equivalent to the options of the general full text search.  

With the add-in options, you can specify whether a placeholder for an arbitrary number 
of characters is added at the beginning or end of a search term. The full text server 
Microsoft SQL ignores this setting and always searches for all inflection and thesaurus 
forms of the individual words. 

The text is not case-sensitive.  

 

To start the search, press enter. 

The hit list will be displayed. To open e-mails from the hit list, double-click them. 

All areas can be arranged by dragging and dropping. 

If the full text search is not available due to technical reasons, enaio® search will offer the 
basic search. The basic search displays a field. After the search criterion has been entered, 
all index data of the e-mail including the beginning of the e-mail text will be searched. 

Hit List 

Search terms are highlighted in the hit list. The maximum amount of hits in the hit list 
can be limited by the administrator. In case there are more hits than shown in the hit 
list, a note will be displayed at the top of the hit list. By clicking this note all hits can be 
shown. 

The hit list fields can be selected in the File > Options > Add-Ins > Add-In Options menu. 
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You can change the order and width of columns in the column header of a hit list. 

All settings will be saved in the registry for each user individually. 

By dragging and dropping, e-mails from a hit list can be moved to a Microsoft Outlook 
folder or to a folder in Microsoft Explorer. These e-mails will be restored, i.e. 
attachments will also be integrated. 

If you drag a large number of e-mails from Microsoft Outlook to target location, a 
progress bar will be displayed even before you reach the target. However, e-mails will 
only be copied to the target location when dropping them there.  

Windows Search 

Search options which Windows Search offers, also extend across all e-mails including e-
mails which are administered at the workstation relating to various processes. 

This offers users another possibility to search for e-mails using well-known tools and 
strategies. 
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The business partner and process are displayed in the search result preview. Using the 
link in the archiving notice, the e-mail and its complete text can be opened. 

E-Mail Display 
E-mails which are administered with OS|"Mail-Management" are flagged with an 
archiving notice at the beginning of the text area. 

 

If the e-mail contains attachments, these attachments will be extracted by OS|"Mail-
Management" and replaced by a reference to the attachments. Thus, an e-mail has two 
fields, the message field and the attachment field. 

 

The message area contains the text of an e-mail. Depending on the configuration of the 
database and the length of the text, probably only the beginning of the text, will be 
displayed in this view. 

If you click on the reference to the attachment, the attachment will be displayed in the 
reading pane. A converted version of the attachment will be displayed. Normally you do 
not require an external viewer to display attachments. Almost all formats can be 
displayed in the reading pane. 
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If you click the link in the archiving notice or the link [Read more] at the end of the text, 
the e-mail and all of its text will be displayed in a browser window. There is an 
additional function which you can use to search the content. If you change to the Index 

data tab in this view, the index data of an e-mail will be displayed. 

If you require an e-mail and its attachments in its original format so that you can 
forward it, select the e-mail and select Restore and show on the toolbar. The e-mail will 
be opened in its original format in an e-mail dialog box. E-mails which you open from a 
hit list of OS|Search will also be opened in their original format in an e-mail dialog. 

If you drag an e-mail from the hit list to an Outlook folder, it will be restored and saved 
there. Attachments aren't managed in the form of references, but with the e-mail. 

Offline Scenario 
E-mails are centrally administered and are therefore not accessible on computers 
without network access. 

For synchronized IMAP folders, Microsoft Outlook will create a .pst Outlook data file. 
If 'Offline' is activated for this folder on the IMAP server, e-mails displayed there will be 
restored, i.e. provided with the embedded attachment. You can arrange e-mails which 
are administered in OS|"Mail-Management" in order to view them even without 
network access. 

For information about Outlook data files, see the Microsoft Outlook help. 
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